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LAND PROMOTER
SUED BY LA8 VEGANS

SATURDAY,

SEPTEMBER

PRESIDENT

ooiuonn

HAS BUSY

'HAS SLIGHT

A suit for breach of contract has
been instituted against Dr. R. A. Morley by F. O. Blood, Dr. E. L. Ham
mond and De Soto H. Grant.
It is set. up in the court papers by
the plaintiffs in the case that they
entered into an agreement with the
defendant to acquire a section of land
in Colfax county at the stipulated
price of 85,000. It is claimed that
promissory notes were executed in
tract,
part payment for the
upon the promise of Morley to deliv CHIEF
EXECUTIVE
NATION SPECIALIST SAYS ANOTHER SINKOF
INVITATION WIRED DISTINGUISH
er a deed to the land.
ING SPELL WILL RESULT
GUEST OF MINNESOTA'S
ED ARMY OFFICER THIS AFIt is further claimed that on SepIN DEATH
TWIN CITIES
TERNOON
tember 15 the plaintiffs tendered to
the defendant payment in compliance with the terms of the contract
GOVERNOR COMING, TOO and then demanded a deed to the REVIEWS U. S. TROOPS MAKING BRAVE FIGHT
transfer. This demand Morley failed
and refused to comply with, hence PAYS - OFFICIAL VISIT TO FORT THOUGH DESPERATELY ILL HE
LAS VEGAS DESIRES TO SHOW
the suit.
t
WIRES WELCOME TO PRESl- SNELLING, WHERE HE IS
HIM IDEAL SITE FOR A MILIMessrs. Blood, Hammond and Grant
SIDENT TAFT
BANQUETED
TARY POST
pray for judgment, in the sum or
of
52,325 and damages to the amount
-
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FIVE O'CLOCK

18, 1909
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DIES
AT TERRITORIAL ASYLUM

GEORGE

In

EDITION.

LABADIE

TWO TOWNS

George Labadle died at the asylum
here at midnight last night He was
admitted to the institution April 17,
1908, being brought over from the
territorial penitentiary at Santa Fe
where he was serving a short' term
for having forged a railroad pass at
Raton while in the employ of the
Santa Fe Rallway company.
George Labadle was the son of a
colored barber who was married to
a white woman and who conducted
a shop on the plaza many years ago.
COUNCILS
OF BOTH EAST
She is now a resident of Sacramento,
LAS
VEGAS ACT
WEST
Calif., in which city another son, Fred
PETITIONS
Labadle, is employed as a painter and

MAY YET

NT

paper-hange-

AND
ON

r.

For a number of years the young
COMMITTEES ARE NAMED
man, who came to such sad ending,
was employed by the Veeder brothers
in the capacity of an interpreter in THESE WILL FORMULATE PLANS
He re
Indian depredation claims.
FOR THE PROPOSED ANNEXA- ceived a handsome salary for this
TION SCHEME
work and spent his money lavishly.
While thus engaged he was married
to a woman in Kansas. Together
$4,000.
CONFERENCES ARE HELD
HE WILL SPEAK TONIGHT PROMPTLY ACKNOWLEDGED
PLANNED
they came to Las Vegas and, after
he lost, bis position he and she ran a
CONDUCTORS MAY STRIKE
on Bridge street. The STEPS TAKEN TOWARDS
restaurant
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MEXICAN
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SCHEDULED
TO
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LONG
COMMERCIAL
CLUB
WILL SEE
didn't
reach the proportions
business
.'
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SINCERE
AND
DISTRESS
IN
ADDRESS
BIG
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THAT GUESTS WANT FOR
they thought it would and they dis
El Paso, Texas, Sept. 18. It is reFOR AN ELECTION
V HOPES FOR RECOVERY
AT MINNEAPOLIS
NOTHING '
posed of their effects and quit Short
ported here that within three days
ly afterward the man and wife separ
the conductors in the employ of the
Rochester,, Minn., Sept. 18. Dr. ated and the two never became re- f The scheme for the consolida- Minneapolis, Sept. 18. President
General J. Franklin Bell, chief
National Railways ot Mexico will
tion of East and .West Las
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of staff of the United States
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the purpose of taking action on
Immense crowd as he stepped- - from last night's he will not be able to he sowed. ...
on the situation.
Las Vegas on next Monday by
f petitions, calling on the respec- On the contrary railroad men say his train. Senator Nelson welcomes withstand it He says the patient
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SATURDAY,

old home in Connecticut to visit with to take up his new duties at that
RAILROADS WANT
relatives and look after hla business place. Mr. Taylor was appointed car
foreman at Raton about six years
interests there.
and by bis good work and loyal
who
has
ago,
Frank
.Fireman
Connell,
MORE PAY FOR
been laying off sick for a few weeks, ty to the interests of the company
has gained his promotion. He. leaves
has reported for duty.
CARRYING MAILS
'best wishes ' of 'his
Engineer W. J. Trainer, who has Raton with the
'
few
a
for
been laying off sick,
days, many friends, and, the other night,
was tenaerea a very agreeable sur
has reported for duty.
LIVELY ROW IN PROSPECT WITH
The name of only one brakeman prise party, at his home in the Gate
THE POSTOFFICE DEPARTappeared on the extra board at the city, and a - handsome automatic
shotgun was presented him as a mem
local yard office last evening.
MENT AS A RESULT
ento of the occasion, and In aDDrecia
asb.as
been
Blevins
Joe
Engineer
of' the friendship felt for him bv
signed to the 1653 In place of Arthur tlon
'
his
fellow
sick.
Is
employes.
laying off,
IICLE SMI WILL BALK Langston, who
New. rulings by the interstate com
Gabe Fllleul has been appointed
western passenger agent of the Na merce commission regarding the mak
Postmaster General Hitchcock Has Al tional Railway of Mexico at Chicago. ing out of reports by7 the railroads,
ready Taken Steps to 8ecure a Re
Conductor C. E. Raney and crew and the recently enacted law taxing
duction In the Cost of Handling took the first section of No. 1 from the earnings of corporations, have re
Business of the Postal Department this
city to Albuquerque yesterday sulted in large increases in the office
Outcome Awaited With Interest
forces of the railroads
accounting
afternoon, i
Fireman Geo. Rucker has gone to departments. The Denver & Rio
The railroads want greater compen Thorton station' to relieve Joe Suhdt, Grande had to employ .six extra book
sation for handling the United States who Is working on the tie run at keepers at Denver in 'order to make
.mails, and while the request has been that place.
its reports comply with the requirements of the commission, and now it
formally presented to the postmaster
wife
and
Beck
Robert
Enrineer
general in a brief signed by the gen have left Raton for points in Mis is figuring on putting on more men to
eral mall agents of several lines, no sourl, where they will visit relatives meet the requirements of the new law
definite action has been taken:
putting a tax on the earnings of cor
for about a month.
'
Briefly, the requests of the railroad
Brakeman A. F. Toungston is work porations.
soon
as
As
the Mountain Valley and
Kirkcompanies are:
Brakeman
of
in
the
place
ing
1. Specific payment lop the post-patrick during the latter's absence In Plains railroad Is completed into Daloffices which are furnished, operated the Buckeye commonweatlh.
hart, Texas, that city will be on the
and maintained In railway cars, an All passenger trains on the New longest straight stretch of track in
extra transportation facility.
Mexico division are now being equip the world. Capt. ConneL the chief
2. Provision for annual
weighing ped with steam heating apparatus, engineer of the road, has just comof the malls and annual adjustment the same as the limited trains.
pleted a survey from the eastern bor
;
of pay.
Brakeman S. Morgan Is detained at der of New Mexico through that city,
of the home by the Illness of his wife, which Is 190 miles long. This is the
It Is claimed that
gross operating revenue is derived Brakeman F. C. Selsor subbing for longest railroad tangent in the world
from carrying the mails by the rail- him in Conductor Flannlgan's crew,
and is said to be quite' an engineerroads. It is claimed that the govern
Firemen Geo. Savage and Dave ing feat. The longest line of straight
ment has from time to time made re Williams have returned from a three track in the United States is also at
ductions In the rate of pay for carry- weeks' vacation trip to Seattle and Dalhart, and is on ' the Rock Island.
ing the malls. Another objection Washington and have reported for This stretch is 70 miles long, with
raised by the railroads is that the duty. "
out the slightest curve.
,
mails are weighed quadrennially, to
information has been
H.
P.
a
passenger
Klrkpatrlck,
7 v.
.i
j
j,,,. n brakeman on the south end, departed received that the proposed plan for
uuo
arrive
bli luw uuuipeiiBauuu
roads, without pay for Increases in for Dayton, Ohio, on No. 10 yesterday, the removal of the general offices of
the postal business in the meantime. accompanying his son, Fred, to St. the Big Four from Cincinnati to Chi
In view of the fact that Postmaster Mary's Institute in that city.
cago has been definitely decided upon
General Hitchock has only recently
in connection with the general scheme
seen
can
be
Comstock
Clyde
again
promised President Taft that he will on the 1620 with Engineer Chas tor the solidification of the" general
make the postoffice ' department as Wolf. He has Just returned from a offices of all the New "York Central
sear self sustaining as possible; and two weeks' vacation which was spent Lines west of Buffalo, and the probwith this end In view has taken step's' in Denver, Salt Lake City and places abilities are that orders will be isto reduce the post of carrying the in the northwest.
sued in the near future so that the
mall. It would seem " on the face' of
William Wright Baldwin of Burling transfer can be made before the close
things, that the railroads may have to ton, la., for many years assistant to of the present calendar year. The
use some mighty strong arguments to President George B., Harris of the matter has been under consideration
y
maintain the present schedule . of Burlington road, has been elected for several months, and It Is said
any In- fourth
rates,' let alone, securing
of the company. that active preparations have been
crease. The result will be watched He will have charge of land and tax making' in Chicago for five weeks
with more than ordinary Interets.
matters as in the' past, and special past.
James J. Hill, chairman 'of the
matters pertaining to the corporate
Great
affairs
of
Northern, declared recently" in
the
company.
RAILROAD NOTES
fore- - an interview in Chicago
L.
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that the
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man or rip track, at Raton, leaves greatest thing that has been done In
1610.
to
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assigned
a few days to accept promo recent years for the upbuilding and
A carload of Val Blatz beer came within
tion to car foreman at Trinidad tak permanent insuring of national prosIn yesterday for Charles Greenclay.
in the United States was the
Fireman Frank Snelling Is again ing the position vacated by Jobc perity
of a liberal policy in regard
succeedto
who
adoption
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goes
liongston,
a
shoveling coal In the 1211, after
to
to settlement of gov
W.
H.
who
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the
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proTaylor,
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general
Joe Clevenger has been granted a
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cn the Belen cut-offoreman
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visiting
Burlington
will
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of
'and
absence
to,
leave
go
One of the most interesting items talked briefly and appeared optimis
in the splendid September number of tic over what he declared was to be
the Sanfa Fe Employes' Magazine is a new era of increased, propsperlty In
a bit of advance information from the United States. "The recent move
the annual report of the Santa Fe ment toward themore rapid developsystem for the year ending June 30, ment of the western lands," he said,
1909.
Is that out of twelve mil "Is doing more than any one thing to
MA lion andThisa half
passengers carried ov equalize 'the population and conseer the Santa Fe lines In the twelve quently the country's prosperity."
The September number of the San
months, not one was lost by fatal
ta Employes' magazine sets a .new
Disease Began over Ear and Spread
accident ,
A party of operating and motive record for the publication. It has over
till Faceand Neckwere Raw Itch- officials of the Rock Island, 125 pages the largest number yet
power
. log, Inflammation and Soreness
Santa
Chicago and Eastern Illi- printed and is the most interesting
Lasted
Fe,(
Over
a
were Terrible
nois, Alton and Monon roads have one. It contains a beautifully illus
All
Failed
Treatments
Year and
made a trial trip out of Chicago in a trated article on the Grand Canyom-steam passenger motor car which has 'For all the' World to See," by Tom
UNTIL CUTICURA AGAIN
just been received by the Rock Is- Hamilton, of Chicago; a clever little
land and which is one of the different illustrated story on the Moki snake
PROVED GREAT SUCCESS
types to be tested with the Idea of dance by Chalmers Lowell Pancoast,
of
the
over
top
"Eczema began
my placing orders for the one which,pfo-duce- of Chicago, formerly a New Mexico
the best results.
ar. It cracked and then began to
newspaper man, and who has develop
naa tnree
spread. Idoctors
ed into a prolific and able magazine
of
an
who
Bill
told
Nye
engineer
and
different
tried several things, but took a siding and waited half an hour writer; an article by G. D. Bradley
they did me no good. for the planet Venus to pass on the of the accounting department at To- At last one side of my
face and my neck clear main track. Now the Shelbyvllle peka, on the building of the Santa
raw.
up to my hair were of
It Herald reports that the evening star Fe into Chicago;' and a long lost of
The water ran out
so that I had to wear is canting, "considerable excitement interesting technical articles and the
medicated cotton, and in this
vicinity. Some claim it shines railroad miscellany from along the
it was so inflamed and
once
but
in 500 years, while others line. The Employes' Magazine is ra"
a piece of cloth over my
VK.
M
V Y pillow to keep the water believe it to be a sign that the world pidly reaching the proportions of a
is soon to come to an end. The same popular magazine of fully as much Inlb, IU1U lb Y.UU1U
' ' H IlUIIi
atain th clnth a frt of
so
that it authority, claims that the star moves terest to the layman as to the railyellow. The eczema itched
seemed as though I could tear my face and disappears several times during road man.
all to pieces. The disease began in the
fall and I did everything for it until the an evening. Several persons have
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas
next winter. Then I began to use the watched Its movements and thought
Cuticura Soap and Ointment, and is it to be an airship."
County, bs.
was not more than three months before
Frank J.
makes oath that
still use the
It was all healed up. Ionoe
Railroad officials in Wichita are In he Is senior Cheney
in a while
partner of the firm of ,F.
Cuticura Resolvent Pills
receipt of blank forms sent out by J. Cheney & Co:, doing business in the
to cleanse the blood. I am very thankful that I tried Cutioura, and I can the Kansas board of .railroad com City of i Toledo, County and State
Miss
one.
Ann
recommend it to any
and that said firm will pay
missioners, which they are required aforesaid,
Pearsons, Korthfleld, Vt., Deo. 19, '07.'
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLthe
fill
out
to
each month, showing the LARS for each and every case of
running time of all trains carrying Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
the number of trains late use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Cuticura Removes Dandruff and passengers,
FRANK J. CHENEY.
and the reason for failure to make
Soothes Itching Scalps.
Pworn to before me and subscribed
are
de
The
schedule
time.
reports
Cuticura
Warm shampoos with
in my presence, this 6th day of DeSoap,
and light dressings with Cuticura, pre-vemanded because so many trains, have cember, A. D. 1886.
dry, thin and falling hair, remove been late throughout the state during
A. W. GLEASON,
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)
Notary Public.
the "past few months and the com (Seal)
hair parasites, soothe irritated, itching
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intersurfaces, stimulate the hair follicles,
Into
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loosen the scalp skin, supply the roots
and, acts directly on the blood
commissioners' office with such re nally,
with energy and nourishment, and
and mucohs surfaces of the system.
make the hair fcrow upon a sweet,
Send for iestlrr-orlalfree.
,
gularity that some step was
wholesome, healthy scalp when all
F. J. jbHENSY & CO., Toledo, O,
"
other treatment fails.
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Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
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Peruna Tailets Tested

THE RAILROAD WORLD

IN

SEPTEMBER

What are the Pern n a Tablets good
for? Has anybody used them enough
to know what they will do? Read the
following letter and see. If you have
any doubt as to the genuineness of the

letter, write to Mrs. Lohr, enclose a
Btamp for reply, and see whether her
testimonial is genuine or pot :
Ravenna, Mich., June 16, 1908.
The Peruna Drug Co.
In regard to the Peruna TabletsI
have used about ten boxes in all.
While I was In Chicago my oldest
daughter was bothered with a cough
all the time. She has had it for four
years. Sometimes it would go away,
and In the winter time' it was so bad
that the idoctors and professors said
that she had consumption, and the only
way to giveher any relief was to perform an operation.
I spend so much money for different
medicines, and for doctors also. Nothing seemed to help her.
So I saw the Peruna Tablets advertised in the paper, and I got a box
and tried them. She could get some
Eleep by taking them. She would be up
all night and congh. So in all she took
six boxes, and never was bothered any
more.

I will leave this for any one to inquire at our old residence, where we
lived In Chicago. All our neighbors
would say that she could not live with
such a cough. You don't know how
thankful I am. She Is eighteen years
--

'
old.
My oldest son alsp was bothered with
his stomach, throwing tip, and his
bowels so loose all the time. He was

all run down for four months. I also
doctored with him. One would say this
and the other something else. I started
in to give him the Tablets, and now he
is all right and healthy looking. He
took four boxes. That is all he wants
to take whenever anything ails him j
So I praise your Tablets just as high
as I have your Peruna. That is all
the medicine that ever comes in my
house. Whenever I travel I takp some
with me. I have had three of my children sick with scarlet fever two months
ago, and that is all I used, was the Peruna and the Tablets. I did not lose
any of them.
If there is any more information yon
want, why just let me know and I will
be glad to do so. Yours truly,
Mas. L. Lohb, Ravenna, Mich.

The
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CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
California Fig Syrup Co. and the
Adrian
Rabeyrolle, of the
CONCEPTION
scientific attainments of its chemists have
pastor.
of
First mass at 7 a. m.; second rendered possible the production Syrup
in all of its
of
Elixir
Senna,
and
of
In
school
10
Figs
a.
m.
mass at
Sunday
the pure medicEnglish at 3 p. m.in Spanish at 4 excellence, by obtaining
to act most
known
of
of
the
benediction
inal principles
plants
p. m. Rosary and
most
them
and
combining
blessed sacrament at 7:30 p. m.
beneficially
Catechism for English speaking skillfully, in the right proportions, with
children on Tuesday 4 p. m., and on its wholesome and refreshing Syrup of
Saturday 10 a. DM for Spanish speak- California Figs.
ing children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
As there is only one genuine Syrup of
on Saturday at 9 a. m.
Figs and Elixir of Senna and as the genuine is manufactured by an original
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORmethod known to the California Fig Syrup
ROWS, Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor,
to buy the
First mass at 6 a. m. Second mass Co. only,' it is always necessary
beneficial effects.
its
to
get
genuine
8 a. m.
Sermon In English for the
A knowledge of the above facts enables
children.
Hymns rendered ty the
one
to decline imitations or to.return them
children uuder the direction of the
at
mass
Third
Loretto.
if,
Sisters of
upon viewing the package, the full name
10 a. m. Sermon in Spanish. Masses of the California Fig Syrup Co. isnot found
in Gregorian chant or. in music, printed on the front thereof
rendered by a choir of mixed voices.
' At 7 p. m., vespers and benediction.
Bible study and Sunday
o'clock.
at 9:45 a. m. Young
school
session
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE SOCIETYl
People's society at 7p. m.
,

...

Regular services every Sunday mornchurch extends a most hearty
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday evento all people.
invitation
Strangers
ing at 8 o'clock in 0. R. C. hall, and
In the city especially
sojourners
Pioneer building. All are welcome.
welcomed.
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Rev. J., S. Moore, Rector. 716 Nar.
tional avenue, East Las Vegas, N. irf . Meade Ervln

Services
in National Guard Armory, Douglas
avenue. Bible school at 9:45 a. m.
11 a. m., subject
"The Living
Union', 7:30 p. m., subject, "The
Conqueror from Edom." All are invited to attend these services.

Fifteenth
Sunday after Trinity,
September 19, 1909. Holy communion
7:30. Sunday school 9:45.
Morning
prayer and sermon 11:00. Tuesday,
St. Matthew's Day. Holy communion
10:30. This church is open daily. for
private prayer and meditation.

Good?

METHODIST
CHURCH.
Van Valkenburgh,
pastor.

Rev.

H.

Corner
Eighth street and Douglas avenue.
"A Privilege OfMorning subject:
ten Overlooked. 7 p. m. Epworth
eague. Subject: "An Open Mind."
8 p. m. Special sermon on, "Water
versus Spirit, or How Much Water to
The man who isn't afraid of work Enter the Kingdom." An old subject
in modern dress. This is not for a
can always find plenty of it to do.
war of words but a discussion of principles affecting the religious welfare
Warning
Do not be persuaded into taking ot universal Chrlstlandom.,'
anything but Foley's Honey and Tar
for chronic coughs, bronchitis, hay
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
fever, asthma and lung trouble, as it
Tenth
Street and Douglas avenue.
the
and
heals
the lungs.
cough
stops
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor.
Store.
,
Morning worship and sermon at 11

M-m-m-m-

Surprise your stomach with the
most delicious breakfast you ever tasted, TOASTED RICE FLAKES 'with
cream. The most wholesome, the
most palatable, the most digestible of
all cereals. A big package for 10
cents.

........
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Pretty Creations in Suits and Dresses
for Fall and Winter Wear.
TF YOU have been planing 'to wear your last Winter's Suit again this Season, you won't when you
1
see the new ones. It has been a long time since there has been such a radical change of styles
from one season to another. The coats are longer and closer fitting, with much narrower sleeves.
The skirts are wider, and in most models plaited either all arround or in side panels with panel
effects in front. And the trimmipgs are as different and new as can be, braids and jet buttons
being the most in evidence. In short, the new styles are pew in every sense of the word and no
season's styles have been more attractive. Our line consists of the most popular models from the
largest manufacturers of the country, in all the best shades and fabrics. All coat linings guaranteed for two seasons and prices lower than any house in the Southwest.

The most popular ga, merits of
the Season.

One Piece Dresses in the
Moyen Age Mode Is,
--

The popular garments are perfect fitting to a trifle below the

...

from
hips with a pleated skirt
i
that point. Some have front
panel effets while others are
heavily braided. They come La
all the desirable colors in Taffeta,
Cashmere, Prunella, Broadcloth
and Silk Eolienne. Prices range
from 130.00 down to $14.00.

Desireabie Fall Waists
Temptingly Priced
The new waist styles
cially attractive this Fall. White
and ecru nets lire the favorites with
black Taffetta a close second. These
come in a variety of styles, trimmed in tucks, cords, braids and
jets. Prices range from 14.00 up to
125.00.
The novelty
of this season
'
is the
arfe espe-

Jersey Waist

.

made from a silk fabric similiar
to, but a little hevier than, silk
glove fabrio. These are close fitting and made in plaited models,
black only.

av- -

actly what you are doing if you neglect a cough or cold on the chest instead of treating it with Ballard's
Horehound Syrup. A 25 cent bottle of
this splendid remedy will cure an ordinary cough, heal the lungs and act
as a tonic for your entire system. Sold
by. Central Block Depot Drug Co.

New Mexico's

Modern Stor

CHURCH

Dutt,-pasto-

Very nifty and dressy are the

New Models in Fall
,
Coats.
The long coat effects in Suits
naturally results in the hevier
garments being extremely long,
ranging from 48 inches to 66
inches. As in Suits, the rougher
materials have first place, although the Broadcloths and
similar ' weaves are in much demand. Tight fitting, severely
tailored effects are extremely
good, while semi-fittegarments
are also meeting with much
favor.
Braids and jets are the favorite
trimmings with silk extensively
nsed in some models. Prices
range from 98.50 to $50.00.
d

Many Rich, Nobby Effects in Fall Dress Goods.
this Season are away from the smooth Satin effects of the past Season's,
Styles in piece-good- s
more toward the hevier, rough material such as Cheviots, Worsteds, Diagonals, Chevrons and Serges.
These make up much richer and more dressy than the lighter weight fabrics. Broadcloths and Prunellas
are still much in demand for the finer more elaborate gowns, and come in all the new shades for Fall.
Cheviot Serges are yery popular and extremely serviceable, being designed especially for hard, rough
usage. The Chevron effects are serviceable and also very dressy, having a richness peculiarly there own.
At our dress goods counter you will find an excellent variety of all these fabrics. Also a nice line of the
more staple weaves, with trimming of newest designs to match.

How About Your Fall Shoes?
With new suits and dresses you will want new Shoes. As in other lines, styles in shoes change with each
Season. This Fall the vamps are extremely short with narrow box toe effects. Patent leather with Suede tops
and all Suede in a good shade of grey are the favorites. Our stock is complete with a large assortment of styles
and qualities of the newest, most favored lasts. If you would insure shoe comfort style and quality let us
'J
supply your footwear.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.'

SATURDAY,

Clark, Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Van Petten,
Mesdames - W. B. BunKST, Schmidt
L. S. Van Petten, of Anderson, Ind.;
Baily, Miss Waddingham, of New
York, and Messrs. E. G. Murphey, Dr.
G. L. Jenkins and Dr. rf. J. Mueller.
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TRY THIS FOR
YOUR COUCH

Mix two ounces of glycerine with
a half ounce of Virgin Oil of Pine
Hallett Raynolds, cashier of the
compound pure and a half pint of
First National bank and secretary of
Shake well, and
straight
whiskey.
the New Mexico Bankers' association,

spent the week in Santa Fe attending a meeting of the association
and visiting his brother, James Wallace Raynolds, superintendent of the
New Mexico penitentiary. He was
accompanied by Mrs. Raynolds, and
they Were shown no little attention'
in society circles of the Capital city.

Miss Jeanette Richley will" ntr.
tain at dinner thi3 evening in honor
or Mrs. Edward h.
Sporleder, of
Tucson, Arizona.

j

;

Mr. and Mrs. N. Hoffman, guests of
Mrs. Hoffman's mother, Mrs. B. Dan- ziger will leave for their home in
Mayersville, Miss., tomorrow.
Browne and daughter. Mr. Blackwell is
,
The marriage of Joseph Murphy, a cashier of the First National bank of
well known Santa Fe switchman, to Raton and had attended a meeting of
the New Mexico Bankers' association
Miss Mattie Rldenour,
of Dan Rhodes, has been set. lot next in the Capital city, .being accompanied on the trip by his wife and
'
Wednesday. '
?
.
daughter.!
The Commercial club dance schedRebekah club held its regular
uled for next Thursday evening has , The
Mrs. H. W, Thompson
been postponed till Friday on account meeting with
home on San Francisco street
at
her
of the show at the Duncan opera
yesterday afternoon. A number of
hon aa Thursday nleTit
guests were present A floral guessTilden Hoskins, who left home last ing game was indulged in, a most
afternoon thus being .spent
Monday for Champaign, 111., to enter pleasant
refreshments were served.
Delicious
the senior class at the University of
Illinois, stopped off a day in Trinidad Mrs. Chafln won first prize and Mrs.
as tne guest or Miss FranKie cam-wel- Pepperd carried away the consolation
prize.
,
,

step-daught-

'

'

-

.

;

Miss Mary Esch, of Parsons, Kan,,
who spent the past several weeks in
lias Vegas, the, guest of Mr. and Mrs.
.Don W. Lusk, left for home on Thursday, having had an extremely delight
fHl visit -

The Ladies Altar society of the
West side, gave a social Wednesday
of thia week. Refreshments were
served and all who attended had the
good time which Lad been promised
them beforehand. ,
'

Kelly left this week for
C, where she will reenter Mt Vernon Seminary, a finishHer father,
ing school for girls.
Harry W, Kelly, accompanied her as
far aB Topeka, Kans.

Misselen

Washington, D.

...

The Ladies' Guild met Tuesday
afternoon at Guild hall, a large at
tendance of members being present.
After the business session of the society the members engaged in social
intercourse, rounding out a very
pleasant afternoon.
-

uu una
TuB Misses jane vrreemee
the
greater
who
spent
F. Daniels,
portion of the summer f acation in the
east, where they forgot the, care in
cident to teaching, returned during
the week and have resumed their
onerous duties as members of the New
Mexico Normal university faculty.
A most pleasing and profitable di
version at a dance given by ladies of
the Maccabees Thursday night, was
a dignified talk appropriate to the occasion and the subject by Mrs. Anna
Bourne, grands organizer for New
Mexico and Ar:zona. An Innovation
was the presentation of a souvenir to
each lady and gentleman on the floor.
Mlsa Maude Hayden, who is the
life and soul of court house offices and
corridors with, her cheery presence,
belnir an attache of the county clerk's
office, returned during the week from
a vacation trip to Minneapolis, Minn.
She Is again filling out marriage
license blanks with the same grace
and dignity as heretofore.

Miss Irene Archibald, the charming
and attractive daughter of Engineer
and Mrs. Byron Archibald, and who is
one of Las Vegas finest musicians,
having been heard on more than one
occasion in public to delightful
left during the week for
Loretto Heights academy, Denver,
where she will pursue her studies the
Miss Marjorie Wheeler, the pretty ensuing winter under the good Sisters
'
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. O. of this excellent institution.
diwunl-tiva
at
Wheeler, was hostess
Mrs. Harriet Van Petten entertainlittle party last Saturday afternoon in honor of her sixth birthday. ed at cards at her home on Seventh
Seventeen little friends enjoyed her street last Thursday evening. There
Mrs.
hospitality. The occasion was one were four tables of players.
most
the
herself
Mills
W.
J.
remembered
be
proved
by
which will long
adept at cards, winning the first prize,
the children who attended. '
a handsome silver mounted hat
Miss Marlon Blackwell, who is a brush, while "Doc" Van Petten carsociety favorite both in her home city ried off the gentleman's honors, a
of Raton and in Las Vegas, which j box of fine Havanas. Those who en- '
Meadow city she frequently visits, Joyed the evening as Mrs. van ret-was accompanied here yesterday from ten's guests were Chief Justice and
' Santa Fe by ber parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. William J. Mills, Mr. and Mrs
Blackwell, as guests of M. W. W. J. Lucas, Mr. and Mrs. John S.
a,

e

i

Cn.

Is an ordeal which, all women
approach with dread, for
nothing compares to the pain
I he thought
ot
Tr
rZ.
fYifT7lTUT TDTH ?f the suffering in store for
A-- A
her robs the expectant mother
IC-KI T llVIi
S
14
of pleasant - anticipations.
Thousands of women have found the use of Mother's Friend robs
confinement of much pain and insures safety, to life of mother and
child. This liniment is a
d
to women at the critical time. Not
only does Mother's Friind carry women safely through the perils of
child-birtbut it prepares
the system for the coming
event, relieves "morning
and other dis- ''sickness,"
e
flnlil hr rinifriHara at tl nft
TTT 4
,
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take in doses of a teaspoonful every
four hours. This mixture possesses
the healing,' healthful properties of
the Pines and will break a cold in' 24
hours and cure ,any cough that is
curable. In having this formula put
up, be sure that your druggist uses
he genuine Virgin Oil of Pine compound pure, prepared and guaranteed
only by the Leach Chemical Co., Cin'.-' ' H
cinnati, O.

Largest Wholesale House
CHARLES

INCORPORATED 1006

I LFELD

WHOLESALE

Distributing Agents of
'Jno.
McCormio
Deering
Champion
Moline

,

Stndebaker
WAGONS VEHICLES

1

'

served, and the young people departed
for their homes after wishing Miss
Martha" many happy returns of the
day. The guests numbered eight little
girls, ''besides the hostess and guest
of honor, as follows: Misses Phoebe
Hart, Madeline Mills, Ruth Winters,
Regina Stern, Neva Chambers, Charlotte Bradley, Edith Wheeler," Alice
"
- '
and Elizabeth Coors.

MACHINERY

'

American
El wood

..

'

STOCK FENCE
Genuine Glidden

BARB WIRE
LAS VEGAS, N. M. SANTA ROSA, N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE, N, M.

Mesdames S. B. Davis, Jr., and J.
Hon. James S. Duncan
A. La Rue were among the delightful Duncan returned during

hostesses of the week, entertaining a
large party of friends at the Davis
home on Columbia avenue yesterday
afternoon at a bridge party. Mrs. L.
S. Van 'Petten carried away first honors,' a beautiful cut glass dish, while
Mrs. C. S. Losey was awarded the
consolation as a boon for the lowest
I
Mrs. Charles Tamme and daughter, score, this being in the shape of a
Mrs. H. E. Fell, were hostesses at a dainty cut glass salt and pepper set.
bridge party at their1 home, 1107 Sixth
The forthcoming celebration of the
street Thursday afternoon. The winfiftieth anniversary Vof Rev. Fr.' Mara
Mrs.
Clifford
ners of the honors were
as a Jesuit will mark an epoch in
Losey, first prize, and Mrs. J. A. La his ecclesiastical
labors that will
Those
Rue the Consolation prize.
never be forgotten by the friends who
were
Mesdames
La
Rue,
present
assemble atthe Las Vegas college
Rogers, Unsell, of Spokane, Wash.;
building on the occasion to show him
Losey, E. D. Raynolds, Llebstadter,
reverence to which his talents and
the
Pierce.
and
Hart
unceasing labors for the uplifting and
Miss Lena E. Griffin, who spent the betterment of mankind Justly entitle
him. It will be a social affair in
greater part of the summer in Las
which many of the leading citizens of
Vegas, where she was deservedly popular among tfie younger social set, Las Vegas will participate most will
will arrive in the city tomorrow from ingly, and cheerfully.
her home at Socorro, where . her
Rev, Fr. D. E. Reilly, who is now
father is a prominent lawyer, and
sanchaplain at
acting
will spend the day here a gueat of
and
is
a
brother
entertaining
itarium,
Miss Emma Tamme, en route to Densister at that noble institution, Peter
ver, where she goes to attend school
Reilly and Miss Ida Reilly, who arthe coming winter.
rived from the east yesterday after
V noon.
A few mornings ago Father
Mrs. Frank Springer and her
Reilly met two women cousins at the
daughters, Misses Eva, Ada and depot as they were passing through
Laura Springer, were at La Haye, the city for California. These meet
Holland, at last accounts, having been inga with relatives have brought ad
met there by. Mrs. IL W. Greene and; ditional sunsMneMntp his heart and
her sister, Miss Florence Snow, of have had a tendency to make easier
Mrs. Springer his chosen work in life.
Northampton, Mass.
and her daughters will remain abroad
for some months to come, but Mrs.
Miss Lilly Waddingham, a daughter
Greene and her sister will 'soon sail of the late Wilson
Waddingham, who
for the United States.
in his day was reputed to be the larg,
est individual land owner in the
inMr. and Mrs. A. 0. Wheelef
United States and whose generosity
vited a few friends in last evening knew no bounds, It even extending to
to spend several hours and meet Mrs. the children in families of friends, ar
I S. Van Petten, who is visiting the rived from New York Tuesday night"
city from Anderson, Ind. Whist fur and is the guest of Chief Justice W.J.
nished the evening's diversion. Those Mills and family. Miss Waddingham
invited were Mr. and Mrs. Byron T. Is a sister of Mrs. Mills. A few years
Mills, Mr. and Mrs. George H; Kin-ke- l, ago she was a society belle lit Las
Mr. and Mrs. H. S.' Van Petten,
Vegas and he presence was demand
Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Hammond and Dr. ed at more social functions tnan sue
and Mrs H. W. Goelitz.
could conveniently attend.

l.

Tt
iCi

The Woman's Home Missionary society of the Methodist Episcopal
church gave a reception on Thursday
afternoon at the parsonage, 725
Eighth street, at which all the feminine members of the congregation
were guests. The afternoon was very
happily spent by those who availed
themselves of the invitation, Rev. and
Mrs. H. Van Valkenburgh both proving
very affable in the role of host and
hostess.

THREE

and Mrs.
the week
from a several months' visit to the
Pacific coast spending the summer
months at Ocean Park, Calif., at
which place they were Joined by
their son and daughter, Gordon and
Beulah. Mr. and Mrs. Duncan re
turned to their home in this city by
way of Salt Lake City and Denver.
They were accompanied a3 far as
Greeley, Colo., by Miss Beulah (Duncan, who left them there and will attend the Colorado state normal at
that place. Their son, Gordon, remained in Los Angeles, where he has
an excellent position as bookkeeper
with the Graham Brothers' Iron
v
Works.

Wholesalers of
General
IVTer-clt&rcii-

es

Men's. Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
Wall Orders Promptly Filled.

ItELMJT mmd GO.

GRQy

(Incorporated)

of
This week saw the departure
those Las Vegas young men who are,
finishing their education preparatory
to entering a business career and
making themselves useful. Among
those who left for distant points were
Cecil Boucner, wno resumes rns
studies at the Kansas State Agricultural college at Manhattan; William
Rogers, who becomes a student at
the Brownberger Business college at
en
Trfw Anzeles: Henrv Shaw, who
ters the Rose Polytechnic, college at
Terre Haute, Ind.; Douglas Hoskins,
who becomes a cadet at St. John's
Military school at Salina, Kan.; and
Herbert Gearing, who enrolls as- a
student at Illinois university at
Champaign.

WHOLESALE MERCHANTS
and Dealer In

WOOL, HIDES

'.

and PELTS

Home mt
Eamttaa Vega, M.M., Albuquerque, Mm M., Tuoumoarl,
Mm Mm,
Peoo, Mm Mm, Logan, N. Mm, Trinidad, Colorado
,

DAM WAGONS, the

Best Farm Wagon made
RACINE'S ATI LEY CO., Vehicles
NAVAJO BLANKETS

-

Ed

was Miss Lida Vasse, returned to the
citT Wednesday afternoon from their
overland bridal trip to the Rio Pecos.
Jolting over rocks and fording swollen
streams with a balky team that did
about as it pleased, was perhaps not
as
quite as pleasant and agreeable
spinning over the country on downy
cushions of ease in a Pullman would
have been, yet the outing was highly
unloved bv the happy young couple.
In fact, if they had it to do over again'
Of
they would do the same thing.
but
some
fish,
course they caught
there were only two fishes In the sea
to them. Just to remind them that
their honeymoon was not yet over a
party of their friends last night
Mrs. Byron T. Mills was among the
their home In the residence
week's hostesses, entertaining at a section and treated them to a gen- bridge party on Thursday afternoon nine chlrvarl.
at the cozy Mills home on Eighth
A 8pralned Ankle
street, in compliment to Mrs. L. S.
Van Petten, who is visiting Las As usually treated a sprained ankle
Vegas from her home in Anderson, will disable the injured person for a
Ind. The prize winners of the after month or more, but by applying Chamnoon were Mrs. L. 8 Van Petten, berlain's Liniment and observing the
wtth each bottle faithfully.
first, a beautiful hand painted plate. a cure may, in most cases, be effected
consola
the
S.
Clark
and Mrs. John
in less than one weeR'8 ume. inis
prepation, a Japanese fan. Those present liniment is a mostb. remarkable
or a bruise.
included Mesdames Harriet Van Pet ration trv if for snraln
or when laid up with chronic or mus
ten, R. K. McClanahan, Lucas, Bunker, cular rheumatism, and you are certain
and
to be delighted with the prompt relief
Clark, Richley, Bearlnger, Bally
which It affords. For sale by all deal
Miss Jeanette Richley. ,
.
ers.
One of the most pleasing parties of
man to become
the week was a bridge party on It Is up to every
the
Mrs.
of
chairman
advisory board of his
Wednesday afternoon, given by
"
L.
own
Mrs.
affairs.
honor
of
H. S. Van Petten in
S. Van Petten, of Anderson, Indiana.
PILES! PILESl PILESI
The nartr was a most delightful affair.
the
off
Indian Pile Ointment will
Williams'
carried
Mrs. E. D. Raynolds
first prize, a cut glass dish; and Mrs. cure Blind, Bleeding and Itching Piles.
Absorbs the tumors, allays Itching
H. E. Fell the second prize, a hand- It
at
The
once, acts as a poultice, gives
dish.
bon
bon
some hand painted
relief. Williams' Indian Pile
instant
F.
guests were Mesdames Mollle
is prepared for Piles and
Ointment
E.
Fell,
H.
Schmidt. W. J. Lucas,
of the private parts. Sold by
Itching
Petten,
Van
Harriet
Charles Tamme,
mail 50c and f 1.00. WilB. T. Mills, W. J. Mills, Bearinger, C. druggists,
Co., Props., Cleveland,
liams'
Mfg.
L. M. Bailey, A. O. Wheeler, Mias Lilly
O. For sale by Center Block Drug Co.
Waddingham, of New York.
When some people arrive at a congave a clusion
Miss Chella Van " Petten"
they want to sit down and
party at the Van Petten home on rest.
Eighth street Wednesday afternoon,
the occasion being the celebration of Dr. Abernethy, the great English
Miss Martha Van Petten's eleventn physician, said, "Watch your kidneys.
danbirthday, the latter being her cousin When they are affected, life is in
makes
who Is visiting her from Anderson, ger." Foley's Kidney Remedy
kidneys, corrects urinary irregInd. Games of various sorts enter- healthy and tones np the whole sysularities,
tained the guests during the after, tem. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
noon, after which refreshments were Drug Store.
1

Retail Prices:
i

S. Lewis and his bride, who

or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
1,000 lbs., to 3,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.1
206 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibsi
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
a.ooo lbs.,

Less

than 50 lbs., each delivery,

50c per 100 lbs.

AQUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Stprers and , Distributors of Natural Ice, the
ounty and lasting: qualities of which have made Las Ve&-ap

,

lamuus.

jiuA:i

1

.uuugia,s avenue.

Browne & Hanzanares

Co,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Seeds and Seeder

)

Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks,
Presses.
r Wholesalers ofHay
Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

;
:

'

-

'

Headquarters in the Territory for

Plows. Agricultural hplemeiits
FULL

:

LINE

F

MEXICAN

AEICLE

SOAP

Bar
Opera
nothing But
;

Fa!2ci'G Draught

on Tap

IS
'.
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not control supplies j
pine should send Dr. B. F. Berkeley, ped with double tracks well construct- may be, t could
were
if
a demand approxifor
not
With
it
and
locomotives
ed
of
business
rails
her
heavy
the live president
limit of the
maximum
the
the
of
and
vice
mating
second
power
speed,
corresponding
and
men's
president
1879.
club,
ESTABLISHES
of the Texas Dry Farming congress; shortening of time will come naturally country's production.
'
In observing the advance In prices!
PUBLISHED BY
,
Eagle Pass might send Joe Boehmer, and safely. That Is gradually being
of
warrants
other food supplies, as well at that!
as
business
and
Guide
and
money
done
Pass
of.
the
JSagle
lie Optic Publishing Company editor;
'
no
Qf
it
and
is
until
meat, we are forced to the conis
Texas
available,
done,
Dry Farming
secretary of the
ikoobpobated
more
clusion
trains
that the only sure relief must
citizen
for
no
has
Uvalde
speed
spectacular
special
congress;
come
or
be
through a greater production.1
permitted.
encouraged
M. M. PADGETT..
..EDITOR capable of making the trip and report should
F.
The
:
not
safe.
than
is
It
people of the United States will
the
congress
of
ing the work
not: cut out from their supplies those
o
M. Getzendaner, editor of its leading
paper and an active worker in the late HIGH C03T OF FOOD SUPPLIES articles they have become accustomed
to use freely.
AlDlne congress: Del Rio should see
Entered at the Postofflce at East that B. Brown, Its execuUve,commit-There exists no natural reason why
The announcement that the prices
Las Vegas, N. M., as second-clas- s
teeman In the Texas Dry Farming con. of meat are again advanced brings an-- the Inhabitants of this country should
matter.
gress, makes the trip; L.'JL' Smith athemas from many persons upon the he reduced to the bare subsistence
might Velf be sent by the people of trust, as that is held primarily re-- f the masses of the people in
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.,
as he is a live citizen who Bp0nslble for all the advances in rope and Asia,
Dally.
the United States can
has done much for the valley.
prices of meat products. There is no .'',The lands
Per Year by Carrier.
...$7.00
There are other communities that Annbt that the meat trust.' through its support millions more cattle, millions
.65
Per Month by Carrier
f buy-- more" sheep and produce millions more
have men Just as active and as capa- - thoroughly organized force"
Per Week by Carrier
.20
have
named
communities
and. 7 sellers
ble; also the
by povndg ,ot butter and hundreds of
erSf distributors
'
Weekly
other men who would make capable meanB 0f its storehouses, transporta- - millions more bushels of grain. The
e
One year
..'...,.$2.00 delegates, but these are named be-- tlon. facilities and immense capital, is demand is here for this increased
LOO
Six Months
here
is
power
of the active Interest they have ta
and
lowest
at
purchasing
the
ply. The,
tobuy
already taken in the work of the dry el at the highest prices possible to among our people to buy all they re.
BUSY
NOW
However
movement
reasonable
oulre
at
farmlne
prices.
and thus eliminate conmetitlon
qET
It would be well if each community to a very great extent.
powerful or gigantic the trust, it canWest Texas, Arizona, and New should send a delegate. It will be
Holding no brief for the trust, and not dominate in opposition to a great
Mexico ought to have representation worth while. No time should be lost. not assuming to defend it, we, how- - eupply. The remedy lies in greater
ever, cannot fall ' to recognize a use of our lands.
at the International Dry Farming con I Paso Herald.
O
;
hnna in conditions of the, meat sup-i'- " The country needs more cattle
gresa at Billings, Mont., October
MAILS
'more flock
FAST TRANSCONTINENTAL
ply tha makes strongly for higher raisers, more dairymen,
There will be delegates present
or tui iooa
for
more
for
masters,
animals
slaughter
producers
'of
prices
from all over the world for an ex
announced that the manage- - fQOd purposes. .
There are lying .dormant in
, It Is
'supplies.
change of Ideas on scientific soil cul ment of the Santa Fe
railway has
he wide ranges for cattle ana untllled lands in this country riches to
ture, and it will be worth a great deal withdrawn
to
offer
its
the
postofflce
Bheep that formerly existed in our make millions more farmers wealthy,
to the territories, and to west Texas,
middle west and north
certain relief can come to the con-b-y
to
reduce
southwest,
time
its
running
where the movement has Just been in department
turnextent
a
to
Bumera only through Increased farm
great
ten hours between Kansas City and west have been
augurated.
'
the
and
of
cultivation,
areas
into
Los
ed
which
will
production.
the
leave
Angeles,
Men of ability, men who are inter
cost
in
of;
herds and flocks average
ested in the work, men who can listen mail situation as it Is at present.
It is well that this has been done. raising each animal far more tnan at j TYPHOID EPIDEMIC raging
and learn and then return home and
our
IN CITY OF ALBUQUpRBUE
tell their fellow citizens of the work, Whatever offer was made by the any prior time in the nisiory oiof the
universal
N. ,M., SepL 18. In
history
is
met
would
Fe
It
Santa
be
country.
Albuquerque,
On
promptly
by
to
sent
this congress.
should be
for
of
and
hay
costs
of
of
last
its
issue
grain
evening The Citizen
their return they can tell what they competing lines, there would be no great
that
factor
is
a
this
and
to
.
to
year,
says:
road
that
and
the
past
great damage
have learned; they will be at home, gain
cost of feed-ar- e
20
the
Pearce
upon
tells
the
transcontinental
lines
The
Physician
reported
necessarily
"City
to
public.
the
in
community,
right there
southern
in
fever
cases
not
a
In
the
to
of typhoid
make tag.
position
yet
answer the questions of farmers and
The district
others interested, and it will be much faster time than they now make on: Again, the purchasing power of the part of the city today.
- country and of the world has increasis one
is
disease
without
where
train
to
travelthe
the
any
prevalent
come
in
danger
outsiders
than
better
having
and tell what has been done and what ing public and great Inconvenience to ed rapidly during the last twelves in which most of the people get their
all interests. The movement of the years, and the rebound from depres-mall- water from shallow driven wells.
can be done.
is less Important than the elon !n our country has come so
There have been no deaths as yet but
believe
more
will
readily
People
of passengers, and any ar-- denly it certainly has created a de- the situation is serious. Dr. Pearce
their home people and they can better
understand a question when their rangement which compels ordinary! mand largely in excess of immediate says that diphtheria cases in the
.
northern part of the city are decreashome people return and tell them passenger trains ,to keep out of the available supplies.
on
of
"fast
a
mall"
a
means,
However strong financially the trust ing in number."
,
about it A hundred and fifty dollars way
ought to send a delegate to the con single track line, no end of delays.
gress and return and this amount Especially is this true in the winter
Have not coughed once all day ? Yet you
would be well Invested by any com season, when enow Impedes traffic In
may cough tomorrow! Better be prepared for it when it comes. Ask your
munity that could secure a good man the mountains. It would make still
doctor about keeping Ayer's Cherry Pecmore difference in the speed of freight
to make the trip.
Your doctor's approval of Ayer's Cherry toral in the bouse.. Then when the hard
Of Texas communities, Marfa could trains, with possible disastrous results
Pectoral will certainly set all doubt at real. cold or.cough first appears you have a
find no better man to make the trip to trains carrying perishable fruit.
Do as he says.
doctor's medicine right at hand.
Al-than Judge W. W. Fitzgerald;
Whenever, the railroads are equip--

he

ttiljj

CDptic

A Reminder
If anticipating buying a gift of Silver, Cut Glass, China or
Jewelry, remember we carry only the BEST

'

Gorham Silver

t v

''

Pickard's China, Hawkes Cut Glass etc
Take advantage, of our 1909 CASH DISCOUNT 0ffer.
'
vI
saves yoc ten PER CENT on your purchase.
-.

I''

"

--

'

?

j
'

I
i

'

,

Jeweler fled Optician

TADPERT,
;

i

It

'

606 Douglas Avenue.

-

-:-

I

eup-caus-

....................

Y

J.

H.

E. Las Vegas, N. M.

j

i

.

ptioa
htn

.

19.

;

I

'

No Cough

-

1

'i,

f67.70; range wethers

.

calves-?6.7-

.'

,

lambs

$4.005.60; range ewes $3.254.75.
'
Chicago Live Stock
Chicago, Sept. 18. Cattle 200, stea
dy; beeves $4.108.40; Texas steers
f4.005.25; western steers $46.50;
stockers and feeders $3.004.90; cows
and tyelfers ?2.256.20;

St, Louis Wool
St Louis, Sept. 18. Wool unchanged. Territorial western mediums, 23
28; fine mediums, 2224; fine, 13

26-2-

j

0.25;

MARKET REPORTS.

'

9.25.

i

New York Metal
Hogs 5000, steady, shade higher
New York, Sept. 18. Lead and light ?7.858.35; mixed ?7.758.40;!
copper nominally unchanged; sliver, heavy $7.508.45; rough 7.507.80;
51
call money nominal; prime good choice heavy J7.808.45; ulga
7 10(3)8.15?
Mexican dollars, 43.
hulk sales $8.058.30.
paper, 4
Sheep 300 steady native $2.755;
New York Stocks
western ? 3.00 5.10; yearlings $4.60
New York, Sept. 18. Amalgamated 5.60; lambs native $4.507.50;( west
N. Y. Cent. ern f 4.507.50.
83
Atchison 120
137
Southern Pacific 129
steel 83
Union Pacific 205
DEATH CLAIMS PIONEER
WOMAN
steel pref. 127
ALBUQUERQUE
1--

7--

7--

1--

3--

1--

Chicago Provisions Market
Chicago, Sept. 18. Wheat Sept. 101
corn Sept. 68
Dec. 98
oats Sept 39
Dec. 60
435; Jan.
Dec. 39
pork Se
Oct. 1200,
1802
lard Sept. 1202
ribs Sept. 1190; Oct. 1162
1--

7--

1--

1--

Kansas City Live Stock
Kansas City, Sept. 18. Cattle 600
including 300 southerns .steady, native steers
?4.508.00; southern
steers $3.004.60; ' southern cows
$2.254.00; native cows and heifers
?2.005.60; stockers and feeders $2
5.50; bulls $2.503.75; calves $3.75
steers $3.906.75;
7.75; western
western cows $2.504.25.
Hogs 2000 strong, bulk sales?7.90
8.25; heavy $8.108.30; packers and
butchers $8.008.30; light $7.758.15
pigs $5.507.25.
Sheep 1500 steady, muttons ?4.25
.

Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 18. Mrs.
B. Crary, for more than a
quarter of a century a resident of this
city, died yesterday afternoon at her
residence, the Casa de Oro, 613 West
Gold avenue. Mrs. Crary was the
widow of George F. Crary,' who died
a number of years ago. Mr. Crary
was for many years prominently identified with , the business Interests of
Albuquerque, being engaged in the
mercantile business with E. S. Stover
and others, under the firm name of
Mrs.
Crary, Stover and company.
Crary had been confined to her home
Sevfor some time with paralysis.
eral days ago she suffered a relapse
as the result of a fall received from
her invalid chair. Her condition gradually became worse and she died
peacefully at 4:30 o'clock yesterday
afternoon.; The remains will be shipped to Columbus, O., for interment -

Harriet

'

Ws
We are going to make this week, one that will be long remembered by those who take
advantage of this bargain sale. At no time of xthe year are our departments more replete
with nice cleanmerchandise than now. This is the month when every one should commence tor prepare for the winter's cold and snow. A visit to our store will convince you of
the fact that we are a bigger, stronger firm in all ways than ever before. Every one knows
"Brcharach's way of doing things." Absolute courtesy and treatment is giving to one and
all Come, see and be convinced that we want your business.
,

New Arrivals

Final Closing Out of Oxfords

Offered

Silks in Roman Stripes, Persian effects
and that beautiful plain colored ottoman
silk. No 2 are alike.
.

For next two weeks we offer any low shoe in the etore, whether
Children's, Women's, or Men's in black, red or tan, are at a reduction of

wide at

;

V

t

Y

12c yd.

120 Bates Seersucker Ginghams,
27 inch, at
llo yd.
120 Amoskeag Daisy Cloth and

Ladies' tailored Waists are profusely
shown. These Waists are undoubtedly to be
very strongly worn.

yd.

The strongest line of Comforts and Wool
Blankets ever shown here before.

Outing Flannels, at .....
7j'o American Print, fast color
Calico, at
8 o Amoskeag Apron Check
Gingham, at.
20o Economy Linen, in all
shades, at
12o Washable Cretonne, good
KSJsirt weight, at
25o Curtain Swisses and
Madras, at
35c Curtain Swisses and
Madrass, at
65o Madrass for Portiers and
Curtains, at...

10c yd.

6350

7o yd.
14c yd.
10c

yd.

19c

yd.

'

85c

yd.

'

Are After and We Want
Your Suit and Furnishings
Trade This Fall

Men We

Look at this a new model single breasted Sack Suit in gray or baown is
..$ 10.00
shown bere for
We can show you Suits
1.
17.50 to $25.00
from

suMs

Genuine Navajo R.ugs and
Blankets at prices to suit

20 Per Cent

Every Suit Has Our Guarantee Back of It

1.98

Underwear for Everyone
j

For Women

we have Lord
Taylors Merode and Har- vard. Mill makes. We can
furnish you with Union Suits
from 75o to $2.50, and in two- piece Suits from 36o a garment to $3.00 each. r Both
wool and cotton garments can
be found here.
For Children we have wool
Union Suits for Boys and
Girls, also cotton Union Suits
for 'boys and girls from 50o to
$1.65 each. Also cotton and
e
wool
Suits from 15c
a garment to $1.25.
For Men we have Stephens
and the Famous Superior
made garments from 50o ap
to $3.00 each.
&

E.R REEDS Co
ROCHESTER

N

y

Florsheim Patent
Colt for Men

5.00

4.25

-

Extra Special in Children's Hose

We are Agents for the

A complete stook, Girls' and Boys' Hose, any size desired in an
extra good lisle finished cotton Hose. These we offer at just half-pricBuy as many as you want.

you.

Victor Phonograph
Everyone
new reoords

is" cordially

at any time.

t"fv

invited to hear our

The

35c Values at 17ic

Store of Quality
1

-

E . LA

S.'--

two-piec-

e.

Reduced
4S

Children's Patent Colt
Oxfords. Now......

$2.97

.

24o yd.
49c

'

2.25

to 13.00

Ladies' Hats for Walking and dress styles to math any suit prioes, from
$2.50 to 15.00

E .GAS ;

:

One-Pieo-

Ladies' Patent Colt
Oxfords. Now.........

and

four-in-han-

-

Absolutly the nicest styles and qualities at the
price that we have ever shown. The new, long tight
fitting back, coat is predominant with the skirts plaited
from slightly above the knee down. Any material that
yon desire is at your disposal including the new Prunella
and Diagonal Suitings in any color with that Manish
effeot which is to be shown so much this Fall. These
Suits vary in price from $13.50 to $45.00 each.
e
See Window display of the
Suits in new
shades at $15.50 and $17.50.

Per Cent
$3 50

bat-win- g

No one will be allowed to buy more
than ten yards of the above specially
priced merchandise.

All Boys

Men's Neckwear in
ties, some reversible,

15

i

The Season's Newest in Ladies' Suits

The Best Bargains

ISo Manchester Percale, 36 inches

ml ''

fcX

4 41

All Boys'
IB

II

16

II

fTL

H

"

11

-

"m

Reduced

h

N.M.

20 Per Cent

:8

T:i-

- M ...

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

tend school this year. She was accompanied by Miss Carrie Harberg, THESE
COOL NIGHTS
of Cleveland, Mora county, who will
v
also attend an educational Institution
Remind us that it is now time
in that city.
to get ready for winter.
Margarlto Romero reached home
and business on the California limited this morning from St Joseph, in
WE ARE SHOWING A BIG LINE
which city he bought heavily of fall
and winter goods for the Romero Mer
cantile company.
D. H. Wells la at the ' Caetaneda
from Boston; W. T. Tracy from pen- ver; George E. Heyden and Mrs.
Eeyden front Kansas City; A. G. Barrett from Blackwell, Oklahoma; L. H. Base-Burners
Wood from St. Joseph.
Russell McComas, a stenographer
$1.50 up. ;
and typewriter, who had been employ
BE SURE to see oar line before pur
ed la the division foreman's office
'I ;
here, subsequently being connected chasing elsewhere.
NO EXTRA CHARGE to set up
with the Business department ot The
n
Stoves bought from us.
Optic, has gone on a visit of a fort
night to hf8 parents, brothers and sis
Blankets and Comforts
ters, who reside a short distance out
from Kansas City.
,
in
array

Trustworthy
(methods

during the
'many years of our
dealings have proven
the wisdom of trad-;Sing with us. While
' r''r
working for a busi- ness we have heen
working for a repu- tation; we have gained it and it will be
upheld. Every "deal ,'
with us is a satisfac- tory deal we gua-

I
I

V

and

.

"

WINTERS

'

from

'

DRUG CO.

Telephone Main 3

BRIDGE SJREET

FIVE

18, ,1909

OAPITAL

PAIS

IM

CICO.COO.CO

.

J.

CUNNINGHAM, President.
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President

9

$2.48 for an

"FORGETFUL" FIREMAN GIVEN
OPPORTUNITY TO SETTLE

PERSONALS
is here from Chicago

W. E. Orr, erstwhile

;

hand-knotte-

"

.

Interest

3

FORT, worth $3.60.
85o Double Cotton,
Blankets.

Santa Fe fire

today.

man, who was yesterday
brought
Heavy
a late arrival from back from Raton on a warrant sworn 65c for the $1.00
.Blankets, all colors,
Kansas City.
out by H. B. Hubbard, proprietor of
Only at
L. M Evans is in town this after the Meridian restaurant,
charged with
'
noon from Denver.
beating a board bill to the extent of
P. N. Nelson is
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T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
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MONEY TOO HANDt

to get at is too handy to spend for things not needed.
'

'

o
o
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MONEY IN

THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
is safer than anywhere else you can put it and you'll think
twice about taking it out to buy any but necessary things. It
doesn't take long to spend $100, one at a time. It doesn't take
long to save it the same way.
-
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Las Vegas Savings Bank
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Judge E. V. Long came home from
a northern trip last night.
G. B. Letch Is a guest at Hotel Cas
taneda today from St Louis.
A. B. Montvllle arrived In the city
from Buffalo, N. Y., last night
J. H. Gumke registers from Dodge
City, Kansas, at the Optic hotel.
W. B- - Byrn Is In town from Kansas
City, likewise George D. Stateson.
H. C. Fisher Is a quiet visitor to
the city today from San Francisco,
"F. P. Kaunt is at Hotel La Pension
from Denver: L. G. Jameson from St
.
Louis. Miss Mary Boylan is in the city
ranch on a vis-I- t
from the
of a few days.
W. M. Lewis reached home this at
a hnslnpsa t.riD. across
JL&vru.
liJJl frrvm
Fe.
to
Santa
the way
Epimenlo Escudero reached home
this afternoon from a business trip
to Chapelle and vicinity.
Frank Kelly is at the Central hotel
from Boston: F. P. Hall and W.' ColUna from Btebee, Arizona.
Mrs. M. N. Chaffin has returned
to the city from a short sojourn at
the Harvey mountain resort,
Otto Lange And J. K: Schmidt were
at the Eldorafio hotel last night from

nary hearing before Justice of the
Peace D. R. Murray this morning.
who
Sheriff
Cleofes
Romero,
had
from
back
Orr
Raton,
brought
him in charge this morning when he
was brought into court, after having
spent the night In the county Jail.
Hubbard was on hand to prosecute
Orr, but after the prisoner and creditor had talked matters over, the latter
stated that If he would pay him what
he owed him, he would withdraw his
complaint.
Orr asked for a postponement of
his hearing for ten days, or until Sep
tember 27th, by which time he hopes
to be able to secure money from a
brother who lives in Washington
state, with which to settle his debts
about town,
It is understood that Orr owes
other people In the city besides Hub
bard. His landlady, Mrs. O'Neill, is
said to be out two months' room rent,
the Hub Clothing company has a bill
against him, and O. M. Ward, is also
awaiting the payment of a bill for
?i due for cigars and confectionery.
In court this morning, Orr seemed
thoroughly penitent, the result no
dOubt of a night behind the bars,

i
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Mrs. Dell Steadman has Joined her FARMERS PREPARING FOR
'
HARVEST CARNIVAL IN FALL
husband In this city, arriving from
Woodward, Oklahoma, last" night.
Plana have begun to take definite
M. R. Williams and his son, Frank
Raton
from
home
for a big harvest carnival In
shape
returned
Williams,
and Trinidad last night on a belated Las Vegas on Saturday, October 9th,
when the farmers of San Miguel coun
train.
e
barber ty for miles around will bring sam
Richard Melvine, an
in this city, has returned and is now ples of their crops to this city to com
In the employ of A. L. Gump on Cen- pete for a long list of valuable prizes,
;
has
The national guard armory
ter street.
has been donated for the carnival, and It
who
Smith, of New York,
apartments at the O'Byrne flats, re- will be held In this commodious
turned to the city this morning irom building, which is especially adapted
for an affair of this nature.
a trio to Glorleta.
The merchants' here have contribMemente Padllla returned here this
afternoon from Alameda, where .he uted, almost without exception, to
has charge of a grading outfit for the the prize list, which la as varied as
in
It Is extensive and their
Santa Fe company.
Don Trinidad Romero returned this the matter cannot but help make it
'
t
afternoon from Estancia, Belen and a big success.
ac
other points In the lower country,
The carnival will be the biggest discompanied by his wife.
play of fanning products ever made
Mr and Mrs. Manuel Valdez, the In the history of the county and Is
latter formerly Mrs. Amado Romero, sure to benefit the farmers and merratnmed vesterday afternoon from a chants in more ways than one.
business trip to Springer.
G. W. Bond, of Trinidad, went from SECURES BONO AND LEASE
ON GOOD HOPE MINES
this city to Santa Fe, where he conferwitTi
brother. Frank Bond, of
Late developments show that O. S.
l!fepanola, on business matters.
Mrs. 0. M. Bryan, mother of Geo. Baisley, the Oregon mining man, who
A. Bryan a locomotive engineer, will yesterday was reported to have purarrive in the city tomorrow from Colo chased the Good Hope mines in the
rado Springs and be his guest for Rociada mining district, did not buy
the properties outright but secured a
several days.
Inon tne mines exbond and lease
Wm. Jones, a territorial sheep
Grande
of one year.
Casa
from
over
the
returned
period
tending
spector,
and other points last night where he it is understood that at the end of
had been dipping sheep belonging to that time, Baisley, if he desires, has
the privilege of buying the mines for
.Jose D. Gutierrez.
BaisMrs. J. C. Crawford and children, f 12,000. During the year that
the
propwho
work
clerk
and
to
a
is
develop
prescription
ley
family of
eserties," he Is to pay the owners a royhas been employed at local drug
tablishments, have returned to town alty on the ores taken from them.
if at the end of the year he does
from an outing at Harvey's.
revert
Mrs. David J. Leahy and two chil- not buy the mines, then they
owners.
afternoon
Hhis
home
to.
the
original
dren returned
from Raton where they have been the
To Be Happy
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Leahy
i
. .
x i,A.Hh
rifiTl't
yo i must nave guuu uoonu.
and family for the past fortnight
not
is
liver
if
health
your
have
good
Dr. F. T. B. Fest returned thlB afsure
poison
but
slow
it's
duty
doing
ternoon from Roswell where he ating Is going on u mo
of
tended the eighth annual meeting
such circumstances, aaiiaru s comlive- rthe New Mexico Medical society, of bine makes a perfectly healthy
ana ooweia ksul
stomach
the
vlcekeeps
which he was elected one of the
and acts as a tonic for the entire sys' "
Jresidents.,
tem. Sold by Central Block Depot
D. W. Lee, manager of the Las Ve- - Drug Co.
;
5
fcs telephone exchange, left on No.
'
Y,
to
FOR RENT
today accompanied by his wife
No. 614 Grand ave., 6 rooms and
i
for Trinidad, m'here he ,
Inmodern.
tW-aJedays combining business bath. Convenient, and
4
Corporation.
itli Measure. ,
and
vestment
Agency
old-tim-

CM.
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J17.50, was to have had his prelimi-

Emma 'Vorenberg has depart- to The
from her hnma In Waeon Mound
Telephone your uewe items
t.
Main
atPhone
Philadelphia, where she will
Optic

f

ABS08BLETS

f

AMUSEMENTS

'
Opposite Y. M. C. A.

t-

f

LOCAL NEWS

"I've never known a woman yet who
wished ehe was 40."
The subject for discussion in the
"I have she was 50." Boston
Methodist church pulpit at 8 p. m. to- Transcript.
morrow is "Water versus Spirit, or
How Much Water to Enter the King ' She (with a languorous look) Have
dom of God." Though a controversial you ever known what it Is to love?
theme, 'It is given to elucidate an im
He I have loved, but I have never
portant spiritual truth.
known what it is. Exchange.
Dr. O. L. Bishop of Colorado Springs
will preach both morning and eve

ning, Sunday, September 19, at the
First Baptist church, corner Sixth
street "and Main avenue. He will also
deliver a lecture free to all at 3 p. m.
the same day, subject, "Faith is Be
lieving and Acting Like It." All are
welcome.
.

Miss Antonio Tapia, of Santa Fe
has secured a position as teacher at
Rowe, San Miguel county- ,- and will
leave for that place next week. Miss
Tapia attended the Santa. Fe county
teachers' institute, and secured a certificate. She has taught very successfully for the past three terms, at
Galisteo', Santa Fe county.
Nick Hllgera and Felipe R. Guerln
yesterday recovered a horse belong
ing to Hilgers. The animal was
found at Tres Hermanos, about eighteen miles southwest of the city. It
was stolen from a pasture north of
town about two months ago. There
are other stolen horses in the vicinity
of Tres Hermanos, In some instances
the brands having been changed to
escape detection.
A horse hitched to a yellow train
ing cart dashed up Douglas avenue
this morning without a driver, almost
running down some children who
were playing near the Normal univer
sity. The driver, whose name Is not
known, lost complete control of the
animal on National avenue onaccount
of the bit snapping in two in the
horse's mouth. The city marshal,
happening to be passing at the corner
nf Seventh street and Douglas ave
nue, saw the steed and gave chase,
He followed it up Seventh street to
Main avenue and at last succeeded in
stopping It The horse received no
injury whatever, though the cart was
smashed to pieces.

clever actor of manv natural elfta and
it is evident that he has given this
masterful, rugged potent piece of
character delineation careful study.
it is a remarkable characterization
marked by both strength and delicacy
a big Idea and minute attention to
detail. In his support the work of
his brother, Allen Fawcett that of
Lucius Henderson, and Thurston Hall,
stand out prominently. Miss Fanchon
Campbell and Miss Elsie Scott have
the leading women's roles. The piece
is well staged and well costumed and
is, altogether, of high merit through

'The Great John Ganton," a play
of more than ordinary merit, which
has been booked by Manager J. Scott
Duncan, Jr., to open the seaaon at
the Duncan opera house next Thurs
day night, will give Las Vegas theater-goers
a chance to see one of the
with
leading Shubert attractions,
with George Fawcett in the title role.
'
It is an Interesting play, excellent- out
ly acted and adequately staged, doubtPatience Why, that hat looks
less one of the best things that will
unbecoming on you.
BOW
STAND
this way this year. As a play John
pass
Patrice Just wait a minute. Per
haps I've got it on straight. Yonkera Ganton has the Lion and the Mouse and
HOW THEY STAND
The Man of the Hour beaten to a Cus
Statesman.
','
tard. It is more probable and reasonand more natural in
National League
"Do you ever have any secrets from able In theme
'
of representing a
treatment
Instead
'
Won.Lost.Pct
your wife?"
as
of
Ma Pittsburg
his
Satanic
36 .731
captain
Industry
....98
Mr.
"I
answered
"No,"
Meekton,
...91 44 .674
have sometimes thought I had, but I jesty in partial disguise, the novelist Chicago
and playwright, for the play is a New York
78 51 .60S
always found out my mistake."
dramatization by J. Hartley Manners Cincinnati
67 .496
.66
Star.
Washington
'
of Arthur J. Eddy's novel, have had Philadelphia
65 70 .43t
the originality and daring to show St Louis
.......47 83 .862
"Do you think that Greek has much
that a man may be rich and still hu- Brooklyn.
47 86 .873
value in modern education?"
man. And when at the end ot the Boston
37 92 .287
"Certainly," answered the young last act the curtain goes down on
man with a college hat; "the Greek John Ganton about to
" American
undergo an
League
alphabet enables a man to know operation which may mean death, it
' '
'
WonXostPct
what frat he belongs to." Washington flashes through one's mind that perDetroit
......
.89 48 .650
.;
Star.
haps, after all, a camel might pass Philadelphia
85 62 .621
through the eye of a needle and a Boston
79
67 .681
ever
have
wife
"Do you and your
rich man inherit the kingdom of God.
67
.68
.504
Chicago
askea
of
differences
opinion?"
any
The character of John Ganton, as is
Cleveland
68 71 .489
the impertinent acquaintance. ;
well known, was drawn in many par
63 73 .463
New York
"Only once in awhile," answered ticulars from the late P. D. Armour,
68 78 .427
Mr. Meekton, "when Henrietta changes one of the master minds of business St. Louis
...86 100 .205
her mind about something and neg- of his age. The telegram which John Washington ,.
to notify me." Washington Ganton, receives In the first act of the
lect
Western League
Star.
play, saying, "Vienna refuses pork,"
WonXostPct
is the historic message which Mr. Ar,89 62 .631
"Our friend, Solomon Wheeze, in- mour received from one of his agents Sioux City
...84 65 .694
sists that he has a wonderful sense of in Vienna a number of years ago. Mr. Dee Moines
............76 63 .647
Armour received the news one hour Omaha
humor."
Topeka
"he
Mtes
.......66 70 .435
in
else
answered
before
United
the
Cayenne,
"Yes,"
anybody
la' what I should call a subjective States and sold pork In enormous Wichita
......67 73 A19
Denver
M
61 77 .442
reia
before
the
market
he
He
thinks
funny
dropped,
humorist
quantities
Lincoln ,.
56 82 .406
of
in
less
a
fortune
than
ot
the
what
impressions
great
making
gardless
.55 82 .402
Pueblo
Star.
sixty minutes.
others may he." Washington
"
The powerful role of Ganton could
not be better done than George Faw-vett- 's A good piano for rent 413 Tenth,
Harvey , Worthlngton Loomls once
portrayal. Mr. Fawcett is a street
went abroad tp study music.
He was a young man, and when,
after a two weeks' voyage he landCleaning
Market
ed in France, he was very homesick.
He stood it for two days, and then
Clothes Cleaned,
booked his passage on the same ship
Best K. C. Meats, Native Beef,
and returned to America.
When he rang the bell at his home
Fresh Fish, Chickens,
Repaired.
in Brooklyn, his sister opened the
Smoked Meat.
door.
Made as good as new. Four
'
"Why, Harvey!" she exclaimed,
'
AMADO HIDALGO, Cutter
years experience in Paris,
"what la the matter?"
Main 450
Phone
foV-gN.
"Oh," he replied, Innocently, "I
Meat
Phone Main 224
Bridge Street.
my toothbrush." Success Magaaw-full- y
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Tailor

Star Heat
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A Hurry Up Cat:
Quick! Mr. Druggist Quick!

A box

of Bucklen's Arnica Salve Here's a
quarter For the love of Moses, hurry!
Baby's burned himself, terribly Johnnie cut his foot with the axe Mamie's zine.
scalded Pa can't walk from piles
Billie has bolls and my corns ache.
anniver"Yest'day was de
She got it and soon cured all the family. Its the greatest healer on earth. sary uv our weddln'," Imparted the
v
Sold by all druggists.
white haired negro, "an aftah planning a great celebration de whole
The man in the moon must be deaf t'lng went to smash."
not to explode with laughter at all
"What kind of a celebration V
the rot young people talk before him.
Yo' see! me an'
"A reweddln.
Chloe had it all fixed to invite our
If there is anything you want, The friends to de church, an den accomOptic can get it for you. If it's some- panied,
de same brldesmaln, bee'
thing you don't want The Optic can man, and ushers, ma-cup de aisle
sell it for you.
.
an be rewedded befor de same pah-so- n
as foTv years ago."
"What prevented the celebration?"
;'De nahson. To eee, we, "Wanted
evleryt'lng same as ; befo hut de
pahson he refused to gib back de $5
go's Ah could pay him de same
,
money!" Brooklyn Life.

LEFTEN.

Market

Star

,
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DIME

HYGEIA ICE
THE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
'

2,000 lbs or more each delivery
"
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. "
"
200 to 1,000 lbs. "
50 to 200 lbs. "

30c

Less than 50 lbs.

75c

"

CRYSTAL ICE CO.,

V

-

20c per

'

hundred

40c
50c

McGuire 6, Webb

Phone Main 227

Ae H

.

Tonight
Hall
Rosenthal,
M.W.CAIN.

PRICES:

'

Browing Co.
of LolS Vegas.

Rein-gruebe-

r

Drink MacBeth mineral water while
We are now making the finest beer in tbej" Southwest.
i
the city water Is bad and regains your
'
home industry and telephone5 your orders to us for either
health. Telephone purple 6362.

A

hottla

It may be called the silvery
because it comes in quarters, i

moon

hfifir.
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AMERICA

WANT ADS ARE IMPORTANT to YOU
in a hundred ways and, in ONE of Them at Least, TO-DA-

ADVERTISE

IN NEAR FUTURE

Y!

sn

i

THE OPTIG

20 Cents Per line By Week

First Insertion 5 Cents a Line

Une By Month.

USE

BEEF SHORTAGE

SECRETARY

in

FACES

WILSON

TO

POINT

OUT DANGER AND SUGGEST
REMEDY

50 Cents Per

BIG

(

LOSSIN

And You Will Always Have

OUR EXPORTS

.

Illustrated Settlement IO Payment Life.

J3he. Bankers Reserve

Quick Action

-

:

,1

Life Company

:

optic
want Ads

THE

Argentina and Uruguay Becoming Riv
als of the United States In Europe
Falling Off In Two Year Totals
9
Enormous Sum of $20,000,000

Washington Sept. 18. In his forth
coming annual report James Wilson,
secretary of agriculture, will call
the attention of congress and the
country ln a graphic way to some
4Is what every advertiser wants
conditions in the beef trade
startling
4- for his money. Ho gets It from f
of the United States. The fact that
there has been a decrease of 2, 181,000
in the number of cattle in this counII. H. ROBISON, President
try In the last two years and that
Omaha, Nebraska, U, S.
the exports of cattle have dropped
ofj) nearly 100,000 In the last eight
.
or nine months, is giving the departLindsay, Neb., June, 8, 1909.
They are certain money get- ment of agriculture a great deal of
ters. They bring Quick and f
CO.
LIFE
THE BANKERS RESERVE
4concern.
returns.
Advertis'
satisfactory
f
Omaha, Nebr.
4The price of beef has gone steadily
era say so the checking sheet
higher In the United States, while
proves It Try one today and 4
Kindly continue my Policy No. 1509 issued May 9, 1899,
4- it appears to nave remained at a
be convinced.
on my life as a paid up policy with loan privilege. I desire to
4
4- fairly reasonable standard abroad
state
the
this
on
that
settlement
policy exceeds my expectation,
4- Last year for the first time in his
TELEPHONE MAIN 2
4- the surplus being1 in excess of estimate given when policy was
tory, the shipments of South American
written.
beef into England exceeded the ship
This has been a cheaper insurance to me than any assess
ments from America. The European
'
,ment I have.
,
market for that product is said to
H. Engelka.
be growing by leaps and bounds.
Joseph
N
Although the secretary of agricul
THE
SURPLUS
EARNED
EXCEEDED
THE
ESTIMATE
WANTED POSITION By young man
ture
probably will make no refer
of excellent habits.
Address "B",
ence in his report to the rumors that
and
Bates
Write
Information
,For
care of Optic.
.
persons interested in cattle raising
in Uruguay and Argentina are prepar
SALESMAN WANTED covering ter
ing to invade the American markets
New
to
' ""
Mexico,
ritory of
carry the
"
"v!
New
Mexico
with frozen beef, he undoubtedly has
and
Arizonaj
strongest, most complete souvenir
Pioneer
Las
been apprised of them and may have
East
JS, M.
Building'
Vegas,
Holipostcard line, as side line.
some views to express concerning
cards
cell
now.
Chance
day
rapidly
such a trade Innovation later. For
to make big money. Address Gart-- I
the present it can be said that the
BUILDING
PROPOSALS
&
ner
MORA COUNTY SCENE
Bender, DepC's, Chicago.
of agriculture is well cogdepartment
Sealed proposals will be received by
OF A FOUL MURDER the Board of Regents of N. M. Normal nizant of the. state of affairs existing
WANTED A lady with fair educaon the tattle ranges in this country
tion desires position. Inquire of
University until 2 p. m., September
o
and proposes at least to open up the
N. M., Sept. 18.
Mound,
Wagon
28th, 1909, for a Dormitory Building,
Optlo office. . ;
subject for discussion before the beef
Trujillo, a ranchman from near
to
care
be
addressed
in
Proposals
was
found
murdered
last
Seboya,
WANTED Experienced housekeeper.
of E. W. Hart, architect E. Las Ve prices climb out of sight
about
South American Rivalry Felt.
at
Feliz,
morning
Tuesday
Ojo
.
uwu, wtigea 10 uie ngnt party-gas, N. M., from whom plans can be
west of here.
He had obtained.
miles
twenty
iiVV
decline in the beef exports, the
office.
reserves
Board
The
The
the
Optlo
tt,
been dead a week when discovered.
bureau of animal industry believes,
right to reject any or all bids. WANTED Job In store by
That he was murdered there can
is due to economic conditions at home
boy.' Good references.
Call up be no doubt Three bullets had been
coupled with Increased, supplies in
Walter Blerman, West side.
fired through his head as he lay Magistrate What is the charge the English markets from other
sleeping in the little camp he had against the prisoner? Policema- n- fsources, chiefly Argentina. The fun
WANTED Good girl for- general built for the night Hie money and He was
walking in his sleeo.- - Mag damental cause, it is thought,- is the
housework.' R. A. Morley, 1023 7.
small camp possessions had not been istrate Well, that's no crime. Is il? shortage In our own suppy of beef
that robbery was Policeman I Just pinched him to see cattle with the resulting high prices
NORTH POLE discovered by Ameri disturbed, showing
'
if he was awake.- motive.
of beef in the home markets.
not
the
cans. , Cook's own story and Pea- on
are
The authorities
the
Restrictions on the range and the
working
ry's expedition. Of thrilling inter-that , Trujillo was killed by a
Night on Bald Mountain
nigh prices in the feeding districts
est Going like wild flre Outfit theory
On a lonely night Alex. Benton of are assigned as the chief cause of the
man who sought, his life. About two
free. Big terms. Act quick, ZIEG-LEFort
Edward, N. Y., climbed : Bald big cattle shortage. The free public
man
left
his
home
the
dead
weeks ago
CO., 267 Fourth " St,' Philadel-- .
to the home of a
Mountain
with a burro packed Wth a camp out tortured by Asthma, bent onneighbor, range now Is a limited affair, owing
.
curing
phla, v
The man him wih Dr. King's New Discovery, to the extent of the forest reserva
fit, headed for Cimarron.
suspected of the crime, left about the that had cured himself of asthma. This tions and the grazing regulations imsame
time. Trujillo visited his son, a wonderful medicine soon relieved- and posed by their management Hay for
WANTED A CALENDAR 8ALES- quickly cured his neighbor. Later
sheepherder, on his way west Before cured his son's wife of a severe lung winter range feeding Is expensive and
. MAN. , .,.
he arrived at his son's house the sus- trouble. Millions believe Its the great in the feeding grounds of the middle
The Whitehead & Hoag company desires a salesman of
pect had been there inquiring for him est Throat and Lung cure on Earth, west the stock raiser now Is paying
experience, , and . ability?, with n .. and then left Trujillo reached ' his uougns, uoias, croup, Hemorrhages from 56 to 82 cents for corn which
and Sore
are
cured by it two years ago cost him from 39 to
high moral principles. ... One
son's house about 11 o'clock, had din Best ror Lungsa ever. surely and
who has sold calendars, or
Hay
Grip
Whoop
ner, and then rode away. After he ing Cough. 50c and $1.00 Trial bot 66 cents. The consequence has been
who can readily adjust him-- ''
free.
Guaranteed
tle
work.
Do
all
had
of
this
line
self' to
by
druggists, discouragement to cattle raising, if
gone the suspect returned and
the figures In this connection ,: are
not answer, . this .advertlse-- I
again asked for the old man, saying he ways the easiest to gratify. ;
ment unless you can qualify..,"
to be believed. In 1907 the estimatwanted to go with him. Trujillo was
Good money and a future for
ed number of cattle in the United
Nell
He
if
I
he
him
says
man
but
not
marry
who
fol
was
the
armed,
the right man. Address;- 'stat-- ,'
will
gratify my smallest wish. Belle States was 51,566,000, In 1908 this
The
lowing him carried a large gun. After
ing selling' experience.Yes,
the smallest wishes are al figures dropped to 50,073,000 and, on
Whitehead - & - Hoag Co.,
man
had left his son's house
the old
Jan. 1 of this year it had gone to
Newark, N. J.
he was not seen again until found
v
49,379,000.
,'
"'
Hopplty Hop
dead Tuesdav moraine.
$20,000,000 Loss n Two Years
The theory of the crime is that the Are you just barely letting around
the aid of crutches or a cane? UnThe report of the secretary of agriold man upon reaching Ojo Feliz, went by
less you have lost a limb or have a culture will show a decrease of
into camp for the night, making his deformity If your trouble Is rheumat
in the cattle business In the
FOR RENT One bedroom, 921 Lin- blvouao in the trees about one ..hun ism, lumbago, sprain, stiff Joints, or
two
of 1907 andl908., The exr
years
Uke
nature
use Ballard's
dred yards from the road. As he lay anytning-ocoln
Snow Liniment and in no time you portation of cattle in 1906 was valued
follow
man
been
who had
asleep the
can throw away your crutches and be at $38,273,132; in 1907 $33,796,425,
FOR RENT Two cozy housekeeping ing him slipped upon him and shot as well as anyone.
Price 25c, 50c and and in 1908, $24,034,193. The reports
rooms. 414 Seventh street
him to death, firing three bullets $1.00. sold by Center Block Depot
for the first seven months of 1909
through his head to make' sure of his urug vo.
show a decrease of nearly 75,000 in
FOR RENT Store room, No. 618 work. For a week the dead man lay
the number of cattle exported as com
In
Sixth street Inquire W. B. Bunker.
sailor's
the
is
the
father
family
wrapped in his blankets, and when
the mainstay and the mother the pared with the similar period of 1909.
discovered, so natural was his pose
It has been ascertained by the deFOR RENT Suite furnished house that those who found him thought him spanker.
that while the price of beef
partment
bath.
electric
light
keeping rooms,
lying there asleep.
at Chicago rose perceptibly in 1908,
Best
508 Main avenue.
Treatment
a
for
Burn
The authorities have the case In If
for no other reason, nh&mhar- - the prices of meat produced by the
hand, and will leave nothing undone Iain's Salve should be kept in every smaller animals, such as hogs and,
to bring the murderer to justioe.
nousenold on account of its great sheep, has changed little.
value in the treatment of burns. It
In
rumor
connection
with
the
that
lays the pain almost instantly, and un
Go With A Rush
FOR SALE Nice lot nearly new fur
South
soon
the
American
countries
a
tne
severe
less
is
heals
wonderful
one,
injury
niture, never used by sick people. The demand for that
Liver and Kidney Cure, Dr. the parts without leaving a scar. This will begin a struggle to get into the
. Will sell cheap for cash. Everything Stomach,
salve
is
also
Pills-ls
astoundin- gunequaled for chapped American markets with- their beef
Kind's New Life
complete for housekeeping. Address all druggists say they never saw the nsnas, sore nippies and diseases of is a
special report received this week
Las
E.
Box 381,
Vegas.
like. Its because they never fall to the skin. Price, 25 cents. For sale from Consul Frederic W. Goding at
cure Sour Stomach, Constipation, In by all dealera.
Montevideo, Uruguay, in which . he
FOR SALE OR RENT A first-clas- s
digestion, Biliousness, Jaundice, Sick
;
and
Malaria.
never
Chills
seems
It
Only
a
to
woman t says that Amerlsans have been colright
upright Kimball piano. Apply 1013 Headache,
25o.
do
a
she
which
will hav lecting data there relative to the shiprisky
thing
Eleventh, street
ment of beef and mutton to New
to confess. J
K Many a man would rather have a
York.
FOR SALE Correct fall and winter tooth pulled than pay his taxes.
"The time may be rapidly approach;
Testifies After Foui Years
trimmed hats, shapes, trimmings,
Carlisle
N.
G.
B.
Burhans
Y.,
Center,
says the consul, "when the meat
ing,"
frames, etc. Reasonable prices. Mrs,
Many people delude themselves by writes: "About four years ago I wrote consumed by the people living along
509
6th street
H. Forbes,
ssying "It will wear away," when they Lyou that I had been entirely cured of
Atlantic coast of the United tSates
notice, symptoms of kidney and blad kidney trouble by taking two bottles the
der trouble. This Is a mistake. Take of Foley's Kidney Remedy, and after must be supplied from the River
Foley's Kidney Remedy, and stop the four years ! am again pleased to state Platte countries."
drain on the vitality. It cures back that I haye never had any return of Uruguay Beef Comparatively Cheap
kidney and bladder these symptoms, and I am evidently
Consul Goding expresses the belief
LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN A ache, rheumatism,
and
makes
every trace of cured tof stay cured." Foley's Kidtrouble,
black cokle spaniel pup. Return to
that
Uruguay beef may be laid down
pain, weakness and urinary trouble ney Renredy will do the same for you,
415 Railroad avenue and receive lib
and Red O. G. abhaefer and Red Cross Drug in New York for from 5 2 to 6 cents
disappear. O. G. Schaefe
Cross Drug Store.
eral reward.
a pound. The government ' of Uru- Store.
,
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BOSS PATENT FLOUR

BOSS BREAD
Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers
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Weeks of Biqqestand Best Variety IT
of Reading Matter Ever Published 01

f!C
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'

Help Wanted, Etc.

The fashions for women will re-- ,
ceive generous attention from
special writers who know,
Then this Weekly Edition of The
Denver Post will note prices
current in many markets, have
something to say on mining
subjects, our forests in exist-- ,
ence and yet to be, and a mass
of other matterjthatjmakes this
paper unique.

Every week an intelligent satisfying news summary.
Good stories and sketches.
New ideas and good on all sorts
of farming subjects.
How to cultivate irrigable land
and the how and why of dry
farming.
Stock raising, fruit growing, bee
culture and a world of subjects
for rural communities.

4-

H. G. Kelley, Manager

;

i

'

.

Subscribe for It Now for Yourself,
or for a Friend, or as many Friends
as You Desire, at 50c per Copy per
Annum. Send for a Sample Copy.
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Resources Exposition
Albuquerque, October 11 to

.
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.The Great Game of Push Ball on HORSEBACK.
The Great 'Western Marathon Race.
The Great Nat Reiss Carnival CompanV.
The GREAT STROBEL AIRSHIP in DAILY
'
FLIGHTS. '
High Class Harness and Running Races.

$20,-000,0-

U.S.

Cavalry Maneuvers. 'V
All Kinds of Exhibits.

'

'

'

'

For Sale

-

Lost

1--

. Reduced , Hates
;

W. G. TIGHT,
President.

on Railroad.
JOHN B. McMANUS,
'

;

Secretary.

guay recently passed an act which relieves the shippers, of frozen meat
from the payment of an export duty
for a period of ten years, provided
the meat is prepared in that country.
'
S. B. Cowan, attorney for the National Stock Growers' association, who
is in Washington says the price of
beef probably is going higher; that
stock raisers simply have not the
supply of cattle they maintained formerly. Mr. Cowan asserts there is
shortage of a million head at the
stockyards this Tear as compared
with the shipments of a year ago.

her modiste to thank for it.

Good for Biliousness.
"I took two of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets last night
and I feel fifty per cent better than
I have for weeks," says J. J. Firestone
of Allegan, Mich. "They are certainly
a fine article for biliousness. " For sale
by all dealers.
Samples free.

From A small LiiMn-l- H.
o6'umu5 xl.
im naie ana
use of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy
has extended to all parts of the Uni- iea oiaies ana manv fnrom
.
TtaAmiaa
tries. Wnv?
v,WOi3 it una prorOu
iV
vtuuuDie ior coughs and
Dwaujr
vums. ror sale br all

Some people impress us as never
making enemies because it's too much
trouble.

Health and Beauty Aid
Cosmetics and lotions will not clear
your complexion of pimples and
blotches like Foley's Orino Laxative,
for indigestion, stomach and liver trouble and habitual constipation. Cleanses the
- and la nioaaant
system
f.uoMUV LVy MKO.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug

...

Many a

woman has
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,
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frauds found In the first
hundred
IT'S ALWAYS BAD.
'
'
names on. the police rolls hold good
to the end, at least 20 per cent of the The Best of Backs Are Bad When
Short Orders and Regular Dinners
force will be found disqualified, but
'
They Ache, and E. Las Vegas
ADOUT
TO
JUST
.
HUT
,.
nm
as yet this Is not proved. But cer
People Know It
OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
tainly after this it will do no harm to
ANNEX NEW YORK follow the old war time principle
A bad back ie always bad.
Bad at night when bedtime comes,
"Put none but Americans on guard.'
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
A "Happy" Club
Just as bad in the morning.
OF
PRACTICAL
ABOLISHMENT
An organization has Just' been in : Ever try Doan's Kidney Pills for it?
HUDSON
SCHEDRIVER
IS
Know they cure backache cure
CHAPMAN LODGE NO 2, A. F. & A.
corporated here, the laudable purpose
PHYSICIANS
i
of
ULED
which
"to
is
every
make,
kidney ill?
M.
everybody hapRegular comIf you don't some E. Las Vegas
DR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
py." And that it strives to bring
munication .first and
happiness within the reach of even people do.
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
third Thursdays In
PHYSICAL ADDITION RESULT the least endowed
Read a case of it:
financially is shown
EAST
each month. Visiting Office, Chafln's Livery Stable, Phone
J. a, Mackel, 410 Grand avenue,
the
fact
that
by
costs
membership
'
brothers
cordially
Main 1.
LAS
cents a year.
The East' Las Vegas, N. M., says: "For
This Will Give Actual Jointure With pnly twenty-fiv- e
Invited. Geo. H. KinkeJ. W. M., Chaa.
Calls answered day or night
recom
several
I
have
of
the
years
as
objects
strongly
the
club,
od
Harmony
Mainland-Gott. sporiedej, Secretary.
Fishing in Street- sVEGAS,
'
Naturalization Frauds .Worry Police new association is called, are set mended Doan's Kidney Pills to per
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
N. M.
sons
from
in
forth
Its
complaint
suffering
kidney
as
incorporation papers
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 2,
Force New Record
In
Summer
DENTIST
being "to harmonize people' with then in any form. As the result of a cold
Travel"
x itnlgnts Templar. Regular
selves, their surroundings and each which settled in my kidneys, my back
conclave second Tuesday In Suite 4, Crockett Building.
Has
New York, Sept 18. Just three other; to prove the value of a smile ached severely and I had pains through
" each month at Masonic
phones at office and residence.
loins. When I did any work that
hundred
years after its discovery the and song in everyday life and to es my
Temple, 7:30 p. m.
John S. Clark,
the use of muscles of my
required
tablish
th
of
MONDAY,
perfect unity
body,
K. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder.
city of New York Is to become a part
DR. G. L. JENKINS
of the mainland of the United States mind, heart and spirit" This seems back, the suffering was aggravated.
Doan's Kidney Pills, procured at the
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER, NO. 3, ROY- and the celebration of the three nun to be a very large quarter's worth, if
Center Block Pharmacy, showed their
DENTIST
can
club
the
deliver
the
Harmony
al Arch Masons. Regular
dredth anniversary of the discovery of
convocation first Monday In
the Hudson river, which is to take goods. Others have sought to show worth by disposing of every symptom
I publicly endorsed
Over Hedgcock's Shoe Store
now to oe nappy thougn married or of the trouble.
each month at Masonic
place at the end of this month, will
79
Phone
tnis
at
time and now
that
Vegas
remedy
within
narrow
but
R.
the
m.
7:30
M.
limitations,
d.
Temple,
also mark the elimination of that
a lapse of several years, I can
Williams, H. P., Chas. H.
river from the local transportation- Harmony club will dispense happiness alter
F. R; LORD. DENTIST
again speak in its praise. Doan's
Spor.eder, Secretary.
map. D'or it is now deilnitely an by mall to those of any and all con
Pills can never fail to give
Kidney
ditions.
as
an
it
M.
to
B.
Dr.
Already,
modestly
(Successor
Williams.) nounced that passengers from the
me
relief
from kidney disorders."
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
started "a great wave
Office Pioneer Building, over Grand west and from Long Island will De nounces, it has
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
y
Great Consolidated
of
around
sweeping
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone able to reach the heart of New York
Knights of Pythias
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Co.,
Buffalo,
the
the
Oddly
enough
globe."
presi
first
route before the
meet every, Monday
by an
Main 57.
New Yorki sole agents for the United
evening In Castle
of the year as a result of the opening dent of the club Is a lawyer, Mr. E,
States. .
Hall, Visiting Knights
H.
son
of
Fallows,
under-riveFallows,
Bishop
r
of the
tunnels within the
are cordially invited.
ATTORNEYS
Remember the name Doan's and
next few months. In consequence who has become ,prominent in connec take no
I. P. HAVENS,
other. ,
movement.
Emanuel
Chancellor CommandGEORGE' H. HUNKER
the river on which the first steam tion with the
er.
in
to
Mr.
is
deterred
Fallows
not
be
boat was run by Robert Fulton, one
C. M. BKRNHARD,
Attorney at Law
No, Maude, dear, all the high flyers
Aggrehundred years ago, and which has' his plan of promoting, universal har are not Interested in aerial
Keeper of Record and Office: Veeder Block Las
New
Vegas
naviga
even
has
been
it
mony,
though
Seal.
point
millions
crossed
hundreds
been
of
by
Mexico.
tion.
of travelers by steamboats every year ed out to him that to succeed in such
'BALDY' LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
since then, will soon cease to be a an undertaking would remove tne
GEORGE E. MORRISON
.Why Druggists Recommend Chamber- ; UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
line of passenger travel. In a word, main reason for the existence of his
500 Head of Dorses
Iain's Colic, Cholera and Dlar- ?
and third Wednesday of each month
Manhattan after "three hundred years profession.
rhoea
Civil Engineer and Surveyor
Remedy
at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W.
Summer
A
Prosperous
as an island is soon to be annexed,
17 Elephants
Mr. Frank C. Hanrahan, a prominent
A. Givens, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn-hil- l,
According to officials of the leading
physically, to the rest of the country,
of Portsmouth, Va., says,
druggist
E.
Wheeler
Officer
Las
Bldg,
Vegas. and the great celebration in honor passenger lines, the summer season For the past six years I have sold
Secretary. Visiting members
42 Double Length Cars
cordially invited.
of Henry Hudson and his discovery just drawing to a close has broken all and recommended Chamberlain's Col
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. It
21 Cages of Wild Animals
river which bears his name previous records in the matter ot ic,
is a
REBEKAH LODGE, I. O. O. F. DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE of the
remedy and one of the best
Fully a quarter of patentgreat
will also commemorate the passing steamship travel.
medicines on the market I
meets second and fourth Thursday
700 People
of the river. Trains will be running a million Americans havemade trips handle some others for the same pur'
evenings of eachmonth at the I. O.
it is stated, by across the Atlantic and have enriched poses that pay me a larger profit,
O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Becker, N.
THURSDAY NIGHT through the tunnels,
and tradesmen ot Dut this remedy is so sure to effect a
December 1, and within a few months the
G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard, V. G.; Mrs.
old
world
extent of $250,- cure, and my customer so certain' to A Mile long free
to
the
the
of that date it is expected that the
T. F. Dalley,Secretary; . Adelene
appreciate my recommending it to
10:30 A. M.
under river service will be handling 000,000 or more. Most of the moun- him, that I give it the preference." Street Parado- at
Smith, Secretary.
and
resorts
shore
tain
For
places
sale by all dealers.
popular
nearly half a million passengers
have been thronged from the end of
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND AND
day in the new terminal of the PennJune to the beginning of-- September.
The fellow who brags about his
each
fourthTuesday evenings
sylvania and Long Island railroads,
Cl.
C.
Trains
R.
ar
hall.
VIsitine
leading to the larger resorts virtues doesn't always make good.
month
leaving the picturesque Hudson prac
have been run in four or five long secbrothers are cordially invited. W.
tically deserted. Within this station,
D.
W.
exalted
The Road To Success
M. Lewis,
ruler;
which will be 774 feet in length and tions for a good part of the summer
Condon, ecretary.
433 feet in width, will be more than and accommodations for guests have has many obstructions, but none so
Morvdevy
aB poor health. Success to
sixteen miles of tracks lying in lay been at a premium even in the small- desperate
HJLAR--CGMday demands health, but Electric Bit
Nor
hotels.
known
er
well
and
less
ers varying in depth below the street
ters is the
health builder the
second and fourth
munlcation
confined en- world has greatest
ever known. It comnels
level from 39 to 58 feet. The con has this prosperity been
month.
each
of
Thursday evenings
course alone is 340 feet long, and tirely to the regular summer resorts, perfect action of stomach, liver, kidAll visiting brothers arid Bisters are
instead neys, bowels, purifies and enriches
THE SEED HOUSE
210 feet wide, and altogether the struc for the big New York hotels,
the blood, and tones and
cordially Invited. Mrs. Sarah A.
of being abletto close up whole floors the
most
remarkable
furnish
will
ture
a'
Vigorous body and
Chaff in, worthy matron;. Mrs. Ida
res- keenwholesystem.
OF THE
brain follow their use. You can't
.
monument in memory of the passing and to shut down some o their'
Seelinger, secretary.
have
former
as
taurants
seasons,
in
to
arrord
Electric
If
Bitters
of
slight
300th
of the river, the
anniversary
weak, run down or sickly. Only 50c.
GREAT SOUTH WEST
whose discovery is to be so royally been crowded to their capacity Guaranteed
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
by all druggists.
Visitors
summer
by
the
in1
throughout
few
a
at
days.
celebrated by this city
4p meets every Monday evening
;
Write for our 150 page Illustrated
from all parts of the country and
their hall on Sixth street. All visit-- !
Boys Fish In Streets
A man can pledge his word with al
FREE seed Catalog in the English
account
atto
difficult
is
It
abroad.
from
to
invited
tag brethren cordially
and Spanish language.
Good and bad boys went fishing in
most anyone but a pawnbroker.
for this great increase in summer
tend, C. W. McAllister, N. G-- ; E.
Harlem last Sunday. They didn't
Aggeler & Afusser Seed Oo.
travel except on the theory that the
Comstock, V. G.; R. O, Williams,
A Narrow Escape
even go to the river, but fished in
5
N. Main St.,
and
more
is
habit
E.
becoming
vacation
W.
CrltesMreasurer;
secretary;
torrent
of water pouring down
Los Angsles, Cal.
N. Bayliss, a merchant of
Edgar
roaring
and
Americans
more general among
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Del., wrote: "About two
Manhattan avenue from two hydrants
that with the return of prosperous years ago I was thin and sick, and
for
which had been opened
flushing wmiUHmia
NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
they are indulging in it coughed all the time and if I did not
purposes.
Hardly nad tne stream more and more freely.
If there Is anything you want,
have consumption. It was near to It
102, meets
every Friday night at
I commenced using Foley's Honey and
can get it for you. If It's somebegun flowing before it was seen to
their hall in the Schmidt building,
Tar, and it stopped my cough, and I thing you don't want, The Optic can
be full of fish, from an Inch to ten
west of Fountain Square, at eight
of
'Health
Horse
Your
The
am now entirely well, and have gained
inches and all alive, O! The news
sell it for you.
o'clock. Visiting members are corwill .be promoted best preserved it twenty-eigh- t
pounds, all due to the
of this piscatorial
prodigy rapidly
results
good
from
dially welcome. Jas. N. Cook, presthe
taking Foley's Honproper
you are ready to give
A pie baker; can't say that he
ey and Tar. O. G. Schaefer and Red
spread and scores of boys and girls
ident; Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.
time. The Cross
the proper
at
remedy
Store.
to
Drug
directions
never
all
came
from
minces matters.
running
One Night!! One Night
proper remedy for all strains, sprains
KNIGHTS QF COLUMBUS, COUNshare the spoil. TheyNcared not
or colic Is Perry Davis Painkiller.
CIL NO. 804, meets second and
straw for their Sunday clothes, but
The proper time to use it is when the
fourth Thursday, O..R. C. hall, Pionluneed into the rushing waters and
:
trouble
first shows itself. Be prompt
members
neer building. Visiting
scooped out the fish by the dozen,
and you'll not only save the horse
are cordially invited. W. R. Tipton,
The only institution .In New Mexico whose diploma Is recognized'
Both
ROSA
hydrants kept belching
LAS VEGAS-SA- NTA
suffering, but you'll spare yourself
G. K-- ; E. P. Mackel, F. S.'
J out fishtheandopenolder
by the California State Board of Education.
people began to join trouble and expense maybe save
"It has more university graduates on Its faculty than any similar
In tha sport. One man caught eleven,
AUTO LINE
F. O. E. MEETS FIRSTHAND THIRD
long time waiting. You ought to have
Institution In New Egland." Dr. A. E. WIN8HIP, Editor Journal of
for
ate
afterward
he
which
supper,
at
Tuesday evenings, each month,
bottle ready. The new size bottle
Rosa auto
The Las Vegas-Sant- a
Education, Boston.
The
and a little boy got fourteen.
Fraternal Brotherhood Hall. Visit
costs
35c; one larger 50c. Be sure
line
Academic course, ' Elementary Normal course, Full Normal course.
and
passenger
mall,
sunexpress
some
bass
fish
with
were
invited.
mostly
ing brothers are cordially
you Perry Davis.'
gives
druggist
your
Advanced
auto
now
The
Normal course, Kindergarten Trlning course, Music, Art,
In
is
operation.
fish among them, and their appear
John Thornhill, president; E. C.
Domestic
the round trip between
makes
Training,
Science, Stenography and Typewriting.
ance accounted for the unpleasant
Ward, secretary.
T'he activity of some people is de
Railroad fare In excess of 75 miles paid by the Institution.
Las Vegas and Santa Rosa three 4 taste the water- has had for some time
voted exclusively to stirring up
Our graduates secure teacher's certificates without examination.
times a week, Mondays, Wed-RED MEN MEET IN FRATERNAL
past. People enjoyed the fun more trouble.
Next Term Begins SEPTEMBER 14th.
nesdays and Fridays.
Brotherhood hall every second and
to
which
reflections
than they did the
For Further Information Address
The
auto
4
at
the
leaves
eighth
Murphey's
drug
fourth Thursday, sleep
it gave rise, for on the whole one pre
Use Allen's Foot-Easrun. Visiting brothers always wel- 4 store at 7 a. m., visits both post' 4 fers his Croton without fishy addi
A powder to be shaken into the
David 4 offices and leaves Winters' drag 4
come to the wigwam.
B. S.
tions. It seems to ba up to the water shoes. If you have tired, aching feet.
Flint, sachem ; Waite H. Davis, 4 store on the West side for Santa 4 department to explain whether it is
Foot-Easrests
the
It
try Allen's
v
N. M.
chief of records and collector of 4 Rosa. Tickets can be purchased 4
an aqueduct or an aquarium, feet and makes new or tight shoes
,
4 at either Murphey's or Wintera" 4 running Police
wampum.
in Trouble
,
easy. Cures acning, swonen, not,
4
4 drug stores.
There
is
something the sweating feet. Relieves corns and
always
NO.
LODGE
54S,
S. E. ROSENWALD
The round trip fare Is $11; one 4
4
trouble with the police. Just now it bunions of all pain and gives rest
y
I. O. B. B. Meets every first
4 way f6. Each passenger is al-- 4 is the
two and comfort. Try it today. Sold by
discovery that perhaps
of the month In the vestry 4 lowed to carry not to exceed 25 4
all druggists and shoe stores, 25c
room of Temple Monteflore, Doug- 4 pounds of baggage. Express pack-- 4 thousand, of them are
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free
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FREE
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cordially
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4 left at either of the drug store 4
extensive that of the Foot-Eas- e
Sanitary Corn-PaCharles Greenclay, president; Rabbi 4 mentioned.
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been making a regular business of
- When
HOUSE? ALOW AHORSE?
poverty comes in at the door forging certificates and making Amer
Many a men has been undone
love makes a noise like a flying ma- icans out of aliens
influence.
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by scores ac a through an undue
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foreigners
care for gold or silver but he will steal
1
as the first unnatural looseness of the
your health away. If he appears in city are asserted to possess false bowels appears. When this is done a
your house arrest him at once with papers. At present nobody seems to single dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Chol
Ballard's Horehound Syrup it may j know who !g responsible for all this, era and Diarrhoea
Remedy will effect a
mean consumption if you don't A cure
.
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cure. This remedy can always be demo
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for
and chest trou
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upon even in the most severe and
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will present
Arthur J. Eddy 's
great play
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GO WEN President
East Las Vegas,
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LAS VEGAS DAILY CfTIC,
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Cooler
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Grey Stone Jars
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Pickles and Preserves
them in
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Main 379

LUWIO WmOLFELD
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Green Tomatoes and Mangoes

WEATHEff fcfeNjftf
--

at prices to justify your purchase in quantity

IKE DAVIS
New Colorado potatoes are very fine and CHEAPER.'

a

'

4

'

Donations for

the

sale

rummage

will be thankfully received by

Get the best at Nolette's

the la

shop.

Las Vegas Roller Mills

For Rent Flat,

131.

..

1105 Douglas.

f

F. J. Gehring's.'

AN OPPORTUNITY

d

1

at

all sizes,

formed on the
babe of Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Williams
last evening, with gratifying results.
thirteen-months-ol-

Geo.

H. Hunker.

OF A GOOD BANK

or
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tar
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It Is claimed that ripened Russian
thistles are being cut down and allowed to he blown about everywhere,
scattering seeds in all directions.
These thistles should be burned. Let
the city ordinance governing this

Every evening commencing 7:30.
Matinees every day, 2:30 except
Monday and Tuesday.
Admission 10 cents, Children 5 cents.

trading

We have the following

RAYN0LDS, President.
HALLETTKAYNOLDS,

Imported Swiss

Ass't Cashier.

CUSTOMERS

MONEY SAVED

Brick

Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.75
per ton just what you want for cooking,

On Domestic Coal.

D.

w.

Get Our Prices before buying.

For the

Foot Main St

best Meat

Hurrah

in the
City

For the Dry Farmersl

goto
Papen's
Their potatoes are coming: to town,
and the
""be
"had aT
PI RT can

in nm
a.

GROCfR AND BUTCHER.

Phone 144 and 145

Boucher's

For Sale
A SN AP
8

acres under Ditch.

Close in

4-

-

"THE COFFEE MAN"
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery to?
you. At the Lobby, of course.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon '
at the Opera bar. Served from barrels on the bar.

nicely furnished.
Straight Guggenheim rye served
over the bar at the Antlers.
Good barn and Jersey Cow.

room house

v

Real Estate Co.
We have a new lot of laundry

The best draft beer in the city. At.
The Lobby, of course.

Pabst's draught beer on tap only
at Opera bar.
.

609

Douglas

Ave.E. Las

Vegas, N. M.

lew floods

customers.

Pineapple

and if you are not

Edam and

patron give us a trial.

American Cream Clieese

already a

Arriviog Daily

appliances and

Our methods,

supplies are the best known.

The BEST MEATS in Town.

ens and Hens
All Kinds of Sausages

Try on a Hart Schaff-ne-r
and Marx Suit, and,
see the difference in

We would be pleased to serve
,

you.

I. H. STE

Spring Lamb
.
Fancy Native Mutton
Veal
lisnsas City and Native Dcef
Home Dressed Spring Chick-

Phone Main 85

Pom

II

Get one with our compliments

CONDON

Phone Main 31

Bridge Street.

bags for the convenience of our

Roman

Free from Slate or Slack

DEALERS IN

ALFALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS,
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.

CHAS. H. SPORLEDER,

Roquefort
Limburger

PHONE MAIN 107

H. O. BROWN TRADING CO.,

'

Co's.

FOR OUR

in stock

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

f3

Jake Graaf
SIXTH STREET

Film Service Unsurpassed

Carriage goes out Saturday morn-n- g
returns following Friday. Leave
rders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown

OF LAS TEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

g,

e
tract grazing and
timber land (60 acres plowed)
with good house and other
buildings, adjoining National
Forest for sale now for cash,
$4000. See Harris Real Estate
Co., without delay.

All Aboard for Harvey's!

The First National Bank

Before buying your Neckwear come ard see us for
prices on same.

MOTION PICTURES

'

.

8S.

800-acr-

s"

CRYSTAL THEATER

flls important, not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
HThe right Bank connection will be a material
helpjto your every day business.
CfThis BankJJhas a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the, day of its or- ganization,

SS3

From $1.25 up to $3.25

all

MONTHLY
C. D. Duffy aspires to be a dog FOR 8 ALE ON
PAY
MENT PLAN
catcher on both sides of town and he
Good five room house, large lot, on
has a proposition to submit to the
municipal authorities whenever they good street Low price. Terms to
are ready to receive it. . '
suit. Investment and Agency Corpora
tion.
Fruit Jars and jelly glasses, all
sizes, at F. J. 'Gehrlng's.

YOUR SELECTION
J

of

Ladies' Tailor Waists

Agency

Fruit jars and Jelly glasses,

An operation for abscess was per

'

isj.

I-

tailored

A Full Line

style, fit and quality
compared with

MAIN 81

Grocer fxri

M

USiVEOAS-STEA-

other-make-

s.

UllNOSY

For a Suit of quality,.,

Time to Make Kraut

a pair of shoes or
fu rn shings,
'visit
up-to-da- te

,

fi2.00 Per Hundred Pounds
If kl rm. gam

5.

'
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Grocers, Hatchers and Bakers -

-

2;

Can

and

i

88.

,

and lots. Investment
barber Corporation.

Fruit jars and Jelly glasses,
sizes, at F. J. Gehrlng's.

.1-

For Men Ladies and Children

take care of a few good loans
on city real estate at 8 per cent. Have
dies in charge. The sale opens next
three or four special snaps in houses
Monday morning on the West side.

Also Hea.dqu&.rters for
All Kinds of FEED

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

35

;

o

PrBe Flour

JEFFERSON
E. D. RAYmOLDS, Cashier.

matter be .rigidly enforced and less
complaint will be heard from interest-- .
ed citizens.

Wool cassimere trousers just re
Passenger trains from both direcceived.
Worth $3.00, special $1.89.
tions were late again today.
Come In and examine before you buy.
At Taichert's, Lincoln avenue, next
Harness repairing at Gehrlng's.
to Wells-FargExpress company
Prof. E. E. Wentworth Layton un
The rummage sale for the Las Ve
derwent a surgical operation at his
gas
hospital is for a very 'audable
residence on Eighth street today. "
cause. Visit the sale next Monday
and make a purchase or two. ' In
Order . your cream from T. T.
store
room next door to Appel broth
s
Turner.
ers on Bridge street. '

Use Ovir

I

,

September 17, 1909.
Temperature Maximum 76; mini
mum 37; range 39.
Harness repairing at Gehrlng's.
Humidity 6 a. m., 68; 12 noon 33;
6 p. m., 33; mean 45.
Don't forget the rummage sale for
Forecast Generally fair ' tonight the benefit of Las
Vegas hospital
and Sunday; cooler Sunday. , v
which begins next Monday morning in
the vacant store room adjoining the
LOCAL NEWS
Appel brothers' store on Bridge street
'

,

Ladies' Suits $11.00

WHY NOT BE COMFORTABLE?

Phne

uu occii wur juiiic

Come and See Our

'

shall have a fine lot of

Phone

x

Ladies' Tailor Suit

'

4

rftf!A

we at A I

are selling

Next Tviesdayl

N. B.

nave

-

a necessity.

This Wood

-

;

2, 3, 4, and 5 Gallon Sizes
tBtoh Covered i&iid Open
We

18, 1909

Cold.

little wood fire in the
evenings Will soon be j
.

1,

j

SEPTEMBER

A

.

We ha.ve

SATURDAY,

'

K

Greenhouses
Las
Vegas
PERRY ONION, Prop. Phone Main 276

Copyright 1900 by
Hart SchtfFner "d Marx

Whe Boston

Clothing Houso

